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With Malice toward None, with Charity for AH, aniájviih Firmness in 'the Right.
KOY, JvioK4 Uounty. New Mexico, Saturday,
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LeRoy Lewis

More Flu

LeKoy Lewis, nrornir.cn; ranchmun
of Foy, died Sunday from pneumonia,
at his home near Ked River, the body
wa3 taken to YVal.senburg,
Colorado,
.Monday, for burial. He was a brother
of George Lewis, and came here a year
asro to take charge of the ranch, which
the two brothers owned in partnership
with their father, who has been with
him for the past two weeks. He made
a brave struggle for life but lost. The
funeral was held at Walsenburg, his
old home, Tuesday.
The bereaved
family have been the objects of tender
solicitude o many friends here and
there.

Earl Baum received a message from
Colorado Cprings, Tuesday, to go theie
at once as his wife, who went last
week to care for her mother who wan
ill, had contracted the "flu", and was
seriously illr lie went on the train
Tuesday, to care for her. In the meantime his father, W. II. Baum, is trying
to care for both farms in his absence
and run the tin shop in town along
with it, rather a strenuous job for
him.

ARC Committees Fqrdsoiv Tractor

Claude Hand
Dies JEo Flu

N. L. .Burton of Salano, drove
The following is a list of
appointed by Mre. W. H. in from Springer Wednesday with
"
Claude Hand, prominent farm- Willcox', Chairman, for the com- his new "Forbson" Tractor which
er and stockman, living seven ing year for the Roy Chapter, he ha3 had orderod for sx mohth .
miles northeast of Roy, died American Red
He made the drive of 40 mi les
Thursday morning at 3 o'clock,
at an average speed of 4 nilc3 an
Committee:
from pneumonia .following Flu,
hour and came into town in the
weeks.
two
of
illness
an
after
Mrs. C. L. Justice,
mud that stalls some cars at 6
Mr. 'j. Floersheim,
His condition has been serious
miles an hour. He had an inter
He was east
Mr. C. L. Wensell,
from the start.
ested crowd around the machane
on a visit recently and returned Garment Committee:
while here and the criticisms
ill, Miss Sarah Myers, of Caldonia
were all favorable. He went out
Mrs. F. S. Brown,
Ohio, has been here assisting
of town at a gait appering just
Mrs. C, L. Wensell,
Claude Brashers in caring for
under the speed limit and expectMiss Vivia Griner,
him and his ranch for the past
ed to be at his farm 12 mile3
Mrs. Wm. Brashears,
The best medical skill
10 days.
for supper.
was invoked in his behalf, Dr. Home Service Committee:
The engine is rated
Miss Vivia Griner,
Catterson of Tucumcari, was cal.
has tbree speeds forward and a
consultation
Wednesday
in
Mrs.,F. H. Crowe,
led
reverse, weighs 2700 lbs., runs
Mr. R, Lopez.
with local phyicians but to' no
in muí just as well as on dry
Mr. F. G. Campbell,
vail.
roads.
com-mitte-

Cross-Membe-

es

rship

ay

w

o,

Mills

;

F. A. Roy,
Minnie Griner,
F. S. Brown,
C. L. .Wensell,
R. E. Alldredge,

Shipping Committee:
Mr. R. A. Pendleton,
Mr. W. II. Baum,

íj.-A- .,

"

'

School Committee:

.;.'-;l-

Mis3 Blevins.

Miss Eula Hanna,
Working Committee:
Every Member of the Roy
Chapter and every rt si- member cf the
dent
i

'Gi
u.

.j.

Funeral services will "bo held at
"Evcr'astin' teamthe Christian Church Roy V,'e..!.)oii
work".
day, December, lKh at 1.2 o'clock
Monday,
present:
Conducted Rev. O. '. I loam pro- Workers
ceeding dcrarlnx-r.ti'or .Iísjüuí. Mrs. 'Willcox, Mrs. Crowe,. Mr3.
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Justice,
Ogden,

Mrs. Brashears,
-
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Wednesday,
Mrs. Wiiico::,' i.irs. Bzow ii, Mrs.
Kiluturray,
I.Irs. Crowe, Mrs.
I)e Frees,
Mrs. Oden,
the
Misses Griner, Miss Hanna, Miss
Blevens, Miss Fetzcr, Miss Epps.

In future Tuesday and Thursday wirt be devoted to work at
the Red Cross room in Roy. All
Jake Rodriguez son of Juan Jose who can are urged to come and
Rodriguez, arrived home from help.
Denver Sunday and will- visit
here for a time, Jake was disMrs. Ogden has accepted the
charged from the army as being position of Primary teacher at
tubercular and is entitled to the Solano, to fill the vacancy caused
State Sanitarium but has refused by the resignation and marriage
it prefering to take care of him- of Miss Lura Cunningham. The
self.
shortage of teachers makes it
seem wrong for those who can
D.M. Valdez returned from teach to remain out of the proKansas City lastjveek sick. He fession, While we are sorry for
and his family have been serious- ourself left to "Batch it again"
ly ill since. It is also reported we are proud of her for going.
that the Gonzales family in the The Solano School was the fir-- t
same community are all sick with she taught after coming west
the Flu and in a very serious con- and she will be teaching the
dition.
children of some of her former
pnpils there. It all goes to prove
Wm. Brjrshers.R.F.D.
Carrier what we have often stated, that
on Route "A" drove his new wag- it is useless to marry a "School-maam- "
on on the Route Tuesday for the
to reform them, it can't
first time, It is made to handle be done. They'll break away
cream cans and freight as well and go back to the school-rooas ordinary mail and is right at every opportunity.
for his buisness, combining comfort, convience, and capacity.
Pink Gunn and family have
moved to town to make it easier
It appears now that ábmemesa for their children , to attend
armera are going to be up again- school. They are living in rooms
st getting picking machines and at the Kitchell apartments. Mr.
g
their pinto peans Gunn has leased his farm to Mr.
they
will
sell in the loca! Carver for the coming snmmer,
before
wfet
The
weather last and will work at his old trade as
market.
many
beans being Carpenter and Contractor.
fall resulted in
discolored and these can be reVirgil Anderson has been ill
the
moved only by
accept
beans with the Flu for the past week.
market will not
with these faults and it is up to He was able to be out agaian
the raiser to hand pick his beans Wednesday.
en them
or stand
' Will
Davenport drove in from
which would pay him well for
his
Monday and was in
ranch
doing it.
town for a few hours. He wears
.
-A young man by the name of the. satisfied look of a sucessful
Carpenter died at his home near farmer who has things cominV
Mo fax Sunday, He' had been suf- his way.
fering from flu but not believed Clarance Wright, Deputy sheriff
to be seriously ill. Dr. Self was and marshall, Dawson, was down
finally called and arrived just to his ranch in La Cinta Canyon
after his death.
this week.
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They Were Two Society Swells.
He Was a Diamond In the Rough
They didn't want him, he didn't want them, but Brother Bijo
had put him at the helm, and he stuck to the wardship

Our New Serial, by JOSEPH C. LINCOLN) Is Full
of Humor and Heart Interest

m

hand-pickin-

hand-pickin-
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Christian Church
This is (to call your attention to
the fact that the Union S. S. has
already been in operation for several wéeks
also there have been
regular Church 'Services. Next
Sunday Rev. O.W. Hearn will
preach morning and evening.
The Y.P.S.C.E, will meet at
7.00 P.M.

Qu art e ;ly Cou fe re nee
Quarterly Conference

of the

Roy

is to hav3 a Municipal
Christmas Tree, at the Red
Cross Rooms and under the direction of the Red Cross Ladies
for the benefit of ever child in
town on Christmas Eve.
Mayor Brown started the ball
rolling with a subscription, and
he got over one hundred dollars
subscribed in the first half hour
and will have all the money need
ed before time to buy the gift3.
The plans are being worked
out and they include a Merry
Christmas to every child in Roy
as well as much pleasure to the
grown-up- s
in providing it.

Applications are now in to the
Roy Farm Loan Board for
$18,000.00 in Gouerment Loans
on farms on this masa. This
means just so much money in circulation here in addition to the
amount we can get in othea channels and should interest everyone.
These farm Loans pay themselves
out at a yearly interest and payment of less than the private
loan you can get costs for interest alone. Judge Foster 3 Secretary of the Association.

eral Supt. L. U. Morris and Division Supt. Beeth were attached

a

Mrs.

Christmas Tree

The Business cars of both Gen

Jm

i

.
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visited her parential

03,

ReJ-Cru?-

This office jidt cut a' three-co- lor
job of cards for the Roy
Garage which is not, really a discredit tó either the customer or
the printer. It is an orignal conceit of Mr. Beck, outlined by
ReV. Hearn, and printed by
and represents the largest Auto
industry in th3 part of the state.

schools,

''

Rev. R. A. Price home at El Capitán,
Mrs. Lillie B. Wood left Thurs- N.
M., and while there was married' to
day for her home in Georgia aft-e- r Mr. Logan Caldwell, of La Mesa, N.
a visit with her parents, Mr. M. She returned last week and will
finish her school at Mills. The
and Mrs., L.A. Brown.
joins in congratulations.
Speaking
winter this is a very
Mrs. Sam Tyler wa down from fair imitationot of
J. A, Winters, the loan agent,
it to say the least.
returned this week from a visit Dawson the first of the week on These zero mornings with six inches of
with his family at Clinton, Okla, buisness, she returned Tuesday. snow are enough like real winter for

Knitting Committee:
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

Municipal

Neis Benson went to Dawson
Thursday to bring home his children. They are at Jim Turners
U.S.
Marshall Delgado, of and they have got the Flu so he
Santa Fe passed through Roy will bring them home.
on the Polly Tuesday .
Mis3 Lucille Price, teacher in the

11-22.-

Mrs. Reed
His brother-in-lafew
died
a
wife
whose
w(eeks
came from Columbia, 'Mo.,
And was here when he died. The
body will be taken to his old Missouri home for interment. Mr.
from
Errington, ' underaker
Raton having charge of preparations.
Mr. Hand was a man in the
prime of life and perfect health
and his prospects here were indeed bright, It is deplorable, his
untimely end, and emphasizes
the truth that we are all exposed
to the same fate regardless of
our position in life.

Numb Kit 47

Baptist Sunday School

to the Polly goin;? north Tuesday
returning Wednesday. They visited as usual, with people in Roy
during the stop. Mr. Beetli u in- -'
terested in the win at prosr.cct
here and is dclilittnl r.s iiny of
us over the Knowing: it is makinrr.
John Gibson who was j!l with
the flu last y!3k Í3 able to ha out
again and4 in' town.'" ' "We congratulate him,
'

If Kaistr

ilhelm. came to me
and asked for terms of peace I'd
say: "With you I do agree-t- his
blamed old war should cease.
But when it comes, making terms
the blue prints that you ask, my
rusty brainpan sort o' squirms,
and balks' before the task. I'd
like to hear from many lands,
from France, and Belguim, too,
from .children who have lost their
hands thru orders sprung by you.
I'd like to hear from Brisish towns
where sleeping babes were killed;
and from the traveler who drownd
torpedoed kaiserbilled. Alas, alas,
the dead can't speak-- from out
their martyr graves; and neither
can the sick and weak you drove
away as slaves. I cannot hear
from that brave nursa who fell
at your behest; but Captain
Fryatts dying curse makes peace
bunk seem a jest, Before I make
a plan with you to shelve the
battleblade, I'd like to have you
walk with me, and see the wreck
of France .before we soak the
snickersnee and( give away the
lance. I'd have you read the daily
list of brothers and sons who d ie
because you.you and your vandal
Huns. I fear if we make peace today ,I'd soon know I had sinned;
for you'd start out agin to slay
when you'd regained your wind"
A

Walt Mason,

The Baptist Sunday School will

Sunday, Dec, 8th, fol
J. L. Swain has resigned the
M.E. Church at Mills will be start again
position he has held with the Roy
period
account
long
lowing
on
a
held Sunday Dec. 8th at the
Trading Company, as warehouseMills Church at 3, P.M. All mem- of the Quarantine.

A large new stove has been man and has accepted a position
bers and espically Offical mempurchased
and set up ready to with J, Appel Co. as salesmam.
bers of the Church are request-t- o
building and usual
up
warm
the
be present.
activities will be resumed at the
"I cannot help what individuRev. J.W. WILSON, Pastor. Baptist Church in the future.
als may do but the republican
members of the House will not,
NOTICE
M.S. Bentley went thru town as a body, move to hamper or em
barraas the President in any way
There will be a special communica- Monday headed East. He found
while he is engaged on a mission
C.
the
to
sent
D.
Lodge
to
time
order
U.
called for
Rev. Howell and Irvin Odgen tion of Acacia
so vital to the interests of the
Joplin,
7th,
Mo.,
for
night,
where
Saturday
P,
.Decmber
Beemanat
Jr., were down from Mofax
work in 2d acd 3d degrees, it is he will read it this winter.
American people"
.
Wednesday, the latter to", show
earnestly desired that all members be
Mann, Republican
his rceipt and check for the int- present if possible and visiting brethfrom
Springer
reported
six
deaths
erest payment he was being char- ren are cordially invited.
Respectfully
referred to the
Pneumonia last week. They ara getged with neglecting in the F.F.L.
senseless
ofNM
ting the epidemic under control now.
F, S. BROWN, W. M.
S--

floor-leade- r.

iteddy-screeche-
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petted daily with
CHAPTER

XI!.
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The Inhabitant! of Cernajr who had
,
N
kiJ
,
remained, mostly old people, were all
fathered In a barn became of the fear
of spies. Here they were guarded by
soldiers. As the enemy bombardment
always occurred at a certain hour, our
7
v5
commander thought that somebody in
ytL pf
018 village was in communication with
'
ft
means of a concealed
te'Vhon'e? It was even discovered
that the hands of the church clock had
been turned and at one time stood at
Wnfen 5) a Pntsshn Officen
six and shortly after at five o'clock.
r
,..
1 '
i
í'
The spy who signaled the enemy by
Who Participated in the
means of this clock was not discovered, neither anyone using a concealed
Ing únJPííhging.ofBetgimti
telephone Instrument
la order to
catch the right one all the civilians
were Interned in the barn. These
large. Most of the men killed were civilian prisoners were supplied in the
CHAPTER X Continued.'
way
.
12
shot through the head, tLe trench pro- - "medr,nk- the soldiers were, with food
and
- but were als0 "Posed, like
bodies.
of
their
Night now came, yet no sleep nor tectlng the remainder
uuuy
w
DOOiDaroBuiuicis,
uiv
uie
rest was in sight No one knew how
Firing increased in Intensity as menta, which in time destroyed
the
much farther we would have to retire night fell Although nothing could be whole
village. Two women and one
before there would be a respite. The seen we continued firing all the time child had been killed In
this' manner
unfamiliar surroundings indicated to because we thought this would prevent and yet
people were not removed.
the
returning
over
not
were
we
any
the the enemy from making
attacks. Almost dally
us that
houses caught fire in the
h
burgomaster
road which we had traversed when, as Through the nights munitions and ma village and burned down.
1 King and queen of Belgium being welcomed In the public square of Bruges by the
camps.
3
col.
army
great
nil
victors, we marched to the Marne, terial were brought up and new men were now falling regularlyThe sheila
the
at
being
repeated
city. 2 "Mustered out" at Camp DIs; a scene that is
eight
America as guest of the Carnegie
With this and similar thoughts, hour arrived. Great quantities of sandbags o'clock in the evening. They at
Theodore Reinach, head of the French' educational commission that is
were
of
after hour passed. Some of us ran were sent us, which were filled and heavy caliber. At eight o clock prompt
Peace.
International
for
Endowment
long, others actually walked in their used as a protection against bullets.
ly, when the first shell arrived, we left
wafilled
were
with
boots
sleep. Our
Take Koumanla has dissolved its parliament
The pioneers were relieved toward the town- - There followed, in short In- overboard by the conference.
ter, yet we had to keep on. Thus the morning and gathered in a farmyard temía,
and convened a constituent assembly.
questions,
many
great
fourteen to fifteen shells, the
OF but one of theof
alght passed.
behind the firing line. The farm had "iron ration." We believed that ths
the seas." Nobody Roumanian Transylvania has declared
the "freedom
The next morning troops of the been spared by the cannon, and even French cannon sending these
Its Independence. Efforts to reinstate
seems to know just what this means,
shells
mala army were placed in the rear all the stock remained. This booty were brought up somewhere
Emperor Kart are reported from Vito
know
that
prophet
but It needs no
at night
guard. They formed long columns was soon to be consumed.
Several
Great Britain regards her position as enna. King Albert of Belgium has
When wo returned from our promewhich they opened to let us pass hundred soldiers came and a wild hunt
the dominant sea power of the world promised equal suffrage te his subthrough, after which they closed ensued for ducks, chickens, geese, pig- nade, as we called the nightly excur
jects.
as a matter of life and death.
slon, we were sent to our places In ths
ranks. We gave a sigh of relief, for eons, etc. About five hundred of these
beThe German government, it ts statstrong
is
Wilson
Mr.
course
Of
Tuesday
to
Wilson
Sail
evresident
we
were
used for
wo were at last free of hostile artil- were caught after which everybody trenches. There
will Invite President Wilson to vis-ed;
that
. nation
a
he
cause
for
sneaks
lery fire. After marching about five began cooking. Not far away 80 cows ery kind of duty. One evening we
Conference
for
Germany while he Is In korope.
Peace
It
holds
the
nothing
and
Itself
wants
for
were called up to fortify a farm taken
more hours, we Joined a company of and heifers were seized and turned
purse strings for the world. Yet who What is the German government? No
in Paris.
Infantry which fortunately Had saved over to the field kitchens. Bay and from the French the previous day. We
loves the player who comes Into the body knows. The news sent out from
had to build machine guns and place
Its field kitchen. It was not quite grain were cirri ed away, even the
game
late and holds all the big cards? Germany, even If true, simply conthem.
dark when we reached the village.
fuses the situation. And is the news
down
strawstacks and barns were torn
was
Our camp at
Here we were billeted in order to and the lumber used for firewood. In
true? The German has proved himself
III
TURMOIL
WHOLE
WORLD
during
Who will act as president
get as much rest as possible. But we a few hours a beautiful farm had be- continually under heavy bombardment
the worst liar In all history. Can the
Mr. Wilson's absence? Opinions difThe
n knew that we could rest only as come a ruin and the proprietor a beg- Finally rest became impossible.
leopard change his spots? The socialgenattorney
G.
Wickersham,
r
W.
fer.
shells
struck
the roofs
long as the rear guard was able to gar. I had seen the owner in the
are struggling among themselves
ists
says
the
cabinet,
In
thai
the Taft
of the houses and penetrated to the Greatest Armed Struggle of History eral
keep back the enemy. We were placed morning, but he had suddenly dlsap- - Unars.
place
and power. Are they making
for
upon
Constitution makes It mandatory
The civilians were taken away
Has Shaken Whole Structure of
any progress toward a government
in the village school. Because of the peered with his wife and cnlldren, and
as
to
act
Marshall
Vice
President
BCTeral
by
shenB
been
nad
recognize? On. the
Change, Disorder
Civilization
shortage of provisions we were al- nobody knew where he was.
president .because of the president's that the allies- can
After about ten weeks in this country
It Is impossible
hand
Information
lowed to use our tinned supplies, but
at
Fighting,
Features
and
sent
were
we
into
night
The next
inability to discharge the duties of
to another part of the
none of us bad any left This consist the trenches again. There was little we were sent
to say. The feeling Is growing that
of European Situation.
said office." C. Di Hllles, former chairkept
was
Our
destination
from
front
the allies will ultimately have te- oc-- '
ed of some meat and hardtack. It bad to do, so we talked with the men who
man of the Republican national comus.
cupy Germany until order and govern
long since been eaten up and so we had
us from the interior
does
By EDWARD W. P1CKARD.
mittee, says that the Constitution
At the depot at Challerange we enwere compelled to Ue down with our of Germany. They knew absolutely
not cover the situation, as Its makers ment are restored.
tered a train waiting for us. It con
Unless the unexpected happens
Delnyed reports show that the Ger-Longer still unsatisfied.
nothing of our retreat from the Marne sisted of second and third class which seems to be the rule rather than did not contemplate the absence of the
mon
line in rront or tne American
we
soys,
picturea
when
Une,"
he
and were astonished
caches. The train rolled slowly the exception
nowaduys President president. "The next in
army
CHAPTER XI.
of occupation Sunday ran from
to them the events of the last few through the beautiful country, and for Wilson will sail for the peace confer "Is the secretary of state, who is also
- Bltburg to Trevés, Oberemmel, Ober-ze- rf
comes
going
days.
Europe;
to
we
then
war
began
since
tlsecthe
the first time
ence in Fnris 'luesday on- the weorge
' We were once mors aroused at
and Loshelra. Marshal Fech arThe following morning we left the saw the light behind the front All the Washingtod, Immediately after deliv- retary or the treasury, wno nas re- rived in Strassburg Wednesday and re
leven o'clock that night and with the
trench before daybreak and went into depots, crossings and bridges were oc-- ering his message to congress, which signed." Still, there would seem to
Twenty-eutmost haste made ready to resume quarters at
we I copied by the military. Everywhere reassembles Monday. Unofficial re be no cause for worry, as the president viewed the army of occupation.
dark
pitch
ight
night
was
surrendered
German
our march. The
vllon
office
the
activity.
to
middle
Long
of the
administer
was
were billeted in the
trains loaded with ports are that ho will appoint himself Intends
Sunday at Harwich and 27 Wednes
and the rain continued. At daybreak lage In an abandoned house. Our field I agricultural machinery of every
a member of the commission and will board ship and In Paris. He says day. The
we passed the city of St Menehould.
total to date Is now 114, Inso we pre- - ety stood at the larger stations. The net as chairman during his stay of six there are no constitutional difficulties
arrive,
to
failed
in, the latest surrender Is the
cluded
This had not been harmed. From here
physisolve
wireless
and
cable
officials
the
and
crew of our train consisted of
weoks or more In Paris. Returning,
noted submarine cruiser, Peutschland.
we turned to the east closely pressed
of the Prussian state railways. They lie will be replaced by Secretary of cal problem. Besides, he leaves In
by the French and in the afternoon we
which made two trips to the United
Washington
Baker,
War
Secretary
of
country
and
often
this
traversed
bad
LanWar Iluker; Secretary of State
Once
reached
States as- a cargo ship before being
member
agricultural
ranking
holding
be
to
him
no
the
was
told us that there
sing will succeed him as chairman.
more we managed to get a rest of sevconverted
and raiding shipping off th
machine in all occupied territory. The Other members of the commission are of the cabinet upon the retirement of
Atlantic coast
eral hours. Toward evening we proMcAdoo.
Treasury
machín'
of
Secretary
the
happened
all
with
thing
Same
M;
House,
E.
his
believed to be Col.
Many Indications of a purpose to ex
ceeded again and maintained a forced
And what of the United States sen
ery of industry that could be spared. chief confidant; Secretary of Agricul
march through the whole night We
tradite
the former kaiser and try him
body
on earth?"
Everywhere we saw the finest kind ture Houston and Henry White, for ate, "the most august
were now more exhausted than ever,
en route to Germany.
Under the Constitution It Is the duty for his crimes against civilization and
machinery
of
mer
France,
ambassador
to
yet could not halt
humanity are seen In France and EngIn the evening we passed Sedan.
Those who criticize the president for of this august body to serve as adviser land. Even the extreme socialists In
The rain had stopped before ten
auto
executive
the
Early the next morning we arrived at going must admit that his temptation arid counselor
Germany express a desire to lay ha nilh
o'clock in the morning at which hour
Montmedy. Here we had to leave the is great Setting aside the fact that thority in the making of treaties and
we left the road and made camp.
on him as a traitor to his country.
Certainly
tO'
body.
ratifying
as
a
act
go
to
to
permitted
weae
the
train and
he may feel It his duty te attend, It
There was a general sigh of relief, for
Holland says be Is there as a private
advising
not
much
senate
will
do
city for several hours. Montmedy Is I the literal truth that such a meet the
wearing retreat
this
Mr. Wilson will be citizen and that he must go If bis pres
army,
counseling;
and
Fifth
principal
base
of
the
the
sovereigns,
ing
premiers,
presidents,
of
had brought our troops into a state
ence becomes perilous to the country.
commanded by the crown prince. Enor chancellors and high dignitaries of the where he cannot be advised and counnow become unendurable. We began
any
great
to
And
as
to
extent
seled
were
mous stores vof war materials
autlons of the earth the worlr has nev
to dl ourselves in. Before our
The total of 230,117 for the casual
gathered here. Added to this there er seen. It is likely to be preceded by a ratification the senate fears that
trenches were even half completed a
of the American expeditionary
ties
story.
same
probably
be
will
the
about
post
and
army
field
institute
was
of
the
grand review of designated units
literal hailstorm of shrapnel fell
according to General Pershforces,
McAdoo's
from
Mr.
resignation
the
railways
as the victorious armies and fleets. It
the executive offices of the
among us. Our losses were so great
treasury department and from the di ing's official report to the war depart
hospitals.
of
number
as
well
a
by
consul
preceded
certainly
be
will
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ABDICATION ACT
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EXPRESSES

HOPE THAT NEW REGENT WILL BE ABLE TO PROTECT GERMAN PEOPLE.

FOR

T

KIDNEY AILMENTS
Net Contents
There is only one medicine that realty
stands out
as a medicine for
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver
and bladder.
Dr. Kilmer's SwamoRoot stands the
highest for the reason that it haa proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands upon thousands of distressing cases.
Swamp-Rooa physician's prescript io for
special diseases, makes friends quickly because its mild and immediate effect is
soon realized in most cases. It is a gentle, healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drag stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer A Co.. Binihamton. N. Y.. for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
t,

SURRENDER

122 SHIPS

WILSON TO MEET ALLIED CHIEFS
ON ('DEC. 16 TO FIX MAIN

TERMS OF PEACE.

RAT

Western Kewipaper Union News Service.

Back Feel Achy After Grip?
and influenza leave thousands with weak kidneys

COLDSaching back.

The kidneys have to do most of the
work of fightingoff a cold or a contagious disease. They
weaken slow up. Then you feel dull and draggy, irritable
of nervous, and have headaches, dizzy spells, lame back,
backache, sore joints and irregular kidney action. Give die
kidneys quick help and avoid serious kidney troubles. Doan't
Kidney Pilh art always in unusual demand after grip epidemics
as so many people have learned their reliability. Doan't are
Vied the world over. They are recommended by your own
friends and neighbors.

Personal Reports of Real Cases
A COLORADO CASE.

Mrs. Dasle Bromley, 114 Twelfth
St, Greeley, Colo., says: "I had
steady, miserable ache in my
back and dragged along day after
day feeling too tired and discouraged to do my housework.
I had
pella of dizziness and felt weak
and confused for hours. My kidneys were weak. My hands and
feet swelled and my body became
bloated. For three months I
hardly slept at all. Doan's Kidney
Pills were recommended and I
tried them. I kept getting better
and soon the swelling had all gone
snd I felt as well as ever."

A NEW MEXICO CA3E.

N. Wingo,

George

s Box st

All Stores.

244

Terrell

Raton,-N- .

Méx., says: "Being exposed to rough weather and
catching cold started my kidney
trouble. My back became lame
and very painful. My kidneys
acted irregularly ánd I had to get
up often during the night to pans
the kidney secretions.
I bought
Doan's Kidney Pills and used
them. They regulated my kidneys,
cured me of the lameness and
pains in my back and I haven't
had such trouble since. I am always ready to sav a good word for
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Western Canada. Where vou can bar rood farm land
at $15 to 930 per acre and raise from 20 to 45 bushels
of $2 wheat to the acre it's easy to mske money. Canada
offers in her provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

160 Hers Homesteads Free to Settlers

flu

and other land at very low prices. Thousands of
fanners from the U. S. or their sons are yearly taking
Wonderful yields
advantage of this great opportunity
also of Oats, Barley ana ruuu mata arming is
fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. Good
schools; markets convenient; enmate excellent,
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced
railway rates to bupt. immigration, Ottawa,
Canada, or to

r

W. V. BENNETT

Roan 4, Dee Blda Omaha, Neb.
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mu

Am

Canadian Government Agent

at

Amerongen

Nov. 28.
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Berlin. The German government
has proposed to the entente nations
that a neutral commission be established to examine the question as to
who will be held responsible for the

Paris. Deo 16 has been definitely
set as the date on which the preliminary conferences will begin between
President Wilson, and Premiers
Lloyd George, Clemenceau and Orlando. The program thus far developed
warrants belief that the four nations
represented by these men will agree
upon the main points of peace before
Christmas. The smaller nations are
then expected to be consulted as to
details.
Germany will not be called In before
late in January, it is believed, and
then only to hear the results of the
deliberations and to
suggest modifications. Meanwhile, the
armistice will have to be prolonged
and that question already Is being
No difficulties are looked
considered.
for on that score.
allied-America- n

How They Conversed. IIhsou officer who
An American
Wilson Addresses 65th Congress.
knew little French and a French artilWashington.
The last session of
lery officer who knew little English
opened Monday, and
had Important business together dur the 65th Congress
Wilson.
ing the height of the recent fighting. was addressed by President
"llenrl," said the commandant to a
young sergeant, "I have seen you talkHOME
ing to Americans several times. Can
you speak English?"
"No, mon commandant,"
answered Pershing Picks 3,451 Officers and 79,- Henri simply.
663 Men for Immediate Return
t
For all that, Henri nnd the AmeriFrom France.
can officer were soon engaged In viva-cloWashington.
Four divisions in their
conversation. At Its conclusion entirety, and major units of eight other
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
to
llenrl.
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear the commundunt turned
divisions of the American army In
"But you speak English very well," France have been designated, by Genwhite clothes All good grocers. Adv.
he said. ,
eral Pershing for an early return
Snapped Him Up.
"No, mon commandant," Henri still home.
These troops, with other speShe You looked so sheepish when Insisted.
"We were talking In Ger
General March, chief of
cial
units,
you proposed.
man."
Nov. 30, total 3,451
announced
staff,
He And you looked so woolfish
officers and 79,663 men.
when you accepted W.
Dandruff ard Itching.
New figures on the American army
To restore dry, falling hair and get rid
casualties announced by the chief of
your; of dandruff, rub Cuticura Ointment staff, showed a total of 262,693, excluInto scalp. Next morning shampoo with
sive of prisoners. The total, which exCuticura Soap and hot water. For ceeds that made public a week ago by
free samples address, "Cuticura, Dept. 28,000, covers all losses to Nov. 26.
X, Boston." At druggists and by mall.
Orders have been Issued, the chief
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
of staff also said, for the demobilization of 619,000 men in camps and canThe Juvenile Mind.
tonments In the United States.
roads
"The Romans birilt
By the end of December, General
leading from Rome to all Important March Indicated, probably 150,000 to
points of the empire," father was- - say- 175,000 members of the expeditionary
was mak- forces will have returned to this couning, In illustrating a point
CASCARA
ing concerning ancient hlstoiy, which try.
the elder (luughter was studying
"These roads were about 15 feet wide . Man and Woman Slain in Hotel.
i
Denver. Maud Dahl, 23, and Jerry
la tablet
"Mercy me," interjected the seven
Standard cold remedy for 10 years up
a cold
form Mife, ture, no opiates break
MiragowskI,
35, were killed, and Earl
d
only
were
daughter,
they
"If
year-olMoney
3
In J4 hour relieves grip inbox day.
haa Red top
could not Parker, 26, is at the county hospital
15 feet wide automobiles
back i f it failt. The genuine
Storea.
Drug
with Mr. Hill's picture. At All
pass each other unless they barely with a bullet through his right lung,
crept along!"
and the police are looking for Joe Sosa
who is alleged to have done the shootSoothe the irritation and you ,re'j?ve the
ing at the girl's room in a hotel at
many
attempt
men
to
pass
Too,
nd effectively
Do iota quickly
distress.
through this world on the reputation 1928 Lawrence street.
dependable remedy
by using promptly
of their ancestors.
New Republic Proclaimed.
A bright man usually looks on thi
Amsterdam. The republic of Lithubright side of Ufa.
ania has been proclaimed at Riga.

Precautionary Measure.
Mrs. Flatbush Will you tack down
that carpet for me, dear, before you go
jut to play golf?
Mr. Flatbush No, I guess I'll go and
save my game first.
Mrs. Flatbush Why not lay the cnr
pet before you go, dear? ,
Mr. Flatbush Because I can smash
my thumb after I've had my golf, but
If I smash my thumb before playing
I'm afraid It would put me off my
game, love. Yonkers Statesman.

83,000 TOXOME

Don't wait until
cold develops Spanish
Influenza or pneumonia.
Kill

it quick.
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Calculating Youth.
Margaret's uncle hud taken a party
of small children nutting, nnd when
they were to distribute1 the nuts he
told one of the boys to give each child
so ninny handfuls. Margaret would
not accept the nuts from this boy, say
ing she wanted her uncle to give the
nuts to her. He felt a little fluttered
to think she would tnke them from
no one but himself and asked why she
felt thatway. She came over to hlra
and whispered: "'Cause, uncle, your
hands are bigger."

amvoaaeim
Him Off.

Chopping

"Say!" snarled an Impatient ens- ttomer In the rnpld-firrestaurant. "Do
I get a little service, or don't IT
"What d'ye want to have year beans
loaded into a glass pistol and shot Info
yeh?" sarcastically returned llelolse,
the waitress. Kansas City Star.
e

British scientists have succeeded In.
preserving sonp bubbles intact for
more than n month.

Is composed of some of the best tonics
known, combined with some of the best
blood purifiers. The perfect combination

Vocalization.
"I should think your conscience
of the Ingredients In HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE. Is what produces such won would remind you that it's wrong to
derful results In catarrhal conditions.
demund such a salary."Druggists 75c. Testimonials free.
Co., Props., Toledo, O.
"Oh, no," answered the prima donna.
T. i. Cheney
"The still, small voice of conscience Is
MADE GERMAN AIRMAN SORE very well In Its way. But nobody buys
tickets at the box otllce to listen
That Opponent Did Not Adhere to Or- to it."
dinary Rules of Fighting Seemed
A folding camp stove has been deto Him Unfair.
signed that can use alcohol, wood or
'
Set strategy doesn't' always work. even paper for fuel.
But the German mind can't understand
A patent covers u combined pick
anyone's abandoning a fixed method.
"The sorest man I have ever seen," and shovel, so mounted that the same
said an American aviator, "was Lieu- handle serves for both.
tenant Melnkopf, the star Boche flyer
when he was nipped by Lieutenant
Avery. Melnkopf was Baron HIelitof-en'- s GOOD-BY- E
successor and the best flyer that
Germany hud left.
"When Avery tackled him, he abandoned all set principles of air strategy,
For centuries all over the world
simply sailed in and opened flre withGOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil has afout Indulging In preliminary maneuvers, lie brought his man down In forded relief in thousands upon thousands of cases of lame back, lumbago,
about three seconds, and this was his sciatica, rheumatism, gallstones, gravfirst Boche buttle.
el and all other affections of the kid"When Melnkopf landed, lie was neys, liver, stomach, bladder and alpurple with rage, and as far as I could lied organs. It acts quickly. It does
mnke out his main complaint 'could be the work. It cleanses your kidneys
and purifies the blood. It makes a
translated In this fashion:
"'What kind of flying Is this, any- new man, a new woman, of you. It
frequently wards off attacks of the
how?' "Paris Stars and Stripes.
dread and fatal diseases of the kidneys. It often completely cures the
" Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross distressing diseases of the organs of
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes. the body allied with the bladder and
At all good grocers. Adv,
kidneys. Bloody or cloudy urine, sed-
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RELIEVE
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OR MONEY
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Cuticura Soap
Best for Baby
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BACKACHE, KIDNEY
AND BLADDER TROUBLES

Up to Date.

Secretary Lane, speaking of the way
In which the war has changed our
viewpoint of life, tells the following:
They were to be married shortly and
now they were sitting in the study
meditating on the blissfulness of futurity.
"Algy," said the girl suddenly,
"every morn you bring me violets
culled, don't
which at even
you-hav-

e

you?"

"I do," responded the ever faithful,
"let them cost whnt they will."
"I've been thiivking," continued the
s
girl, "that if you would send
and mutton chops instead It
would nmke a lot bigger hit with father and mother, and be a lot cheaper
for you, too."
beef-steiik-

By covering up their tracks some
men get credit for walking In the
straight and narrow path.

box of Imported GOLD MEDAL Haar.
They are pleasant
lem Oil Capsules.

and easy to take. Each capsule contains about one dose of five drops.
Take them just like you would any
pill. Take a small swallow of water
If you want to. They dissolve In the
stomach, and the kidneys soak up tho
oil like a sponge does water. They
thoroughly cleanse vnd wash out th
bladder and kidneys and throw off the
Inflammation which is the cause of
the trouble. They will quickly relieve
those stiffened joints, that backache,
rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica, gallstones, gravel, "brlckdust," etc. They
are an effective remedy for all dls- -,
iment, or "brlckdust" indicate an Un- eases of the bladder, kidney, liver,
Your
healthy condition.
stomach and allied organs.
druggist will cheerfully refund your
Do not delay a minute If your back money if you are not satisfied after a
aches or you are sore across the loins few days' use. Accept only the pure,
or have difficulty when urinating. Go original GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
to your druggist at once and get a Capsules. None other genuine. Adv.

Carter's little liver Pills
You Cannot be yQiv A Remedy lhat
Constipated
and Happy A

Small Pill
Small Dose
Small Price

ABK
many colorless

Makes Life
Worth Living

fCARTERÍS

IIIVC.K,

JT

?
faces but

I

Gennln bears signatura

IRON PILLS
fARTER'S
peopte
'will greatly help most
pale-face-

a

You Are Dying By Acid
When you have Heartburn. Gas, Bloat, and that Full Feeling
after eating. TAKE ONE

C

and"

Bronchia! Troubles

111!

Genuine Castoria

-

Paris. Madame Prleur, widow of
one of the victims of the torpedoing
of the Sussex by a German submarine,
has lodged a complaint of murder In
the courts against the former German
emperor.
-

GOT

PranluTj

For Infants and Children.

.

war.

W111ISS;

IS

New York, Dec. 2 The British Workers Warned of Coming Catas
steamship Mauretanla, returning to
trophe When the Rodents Leave
the United States with the first large
Tunnel Are Fed by Men.
body of American overseas troops, anchored in Gravesend bay at 7.'10
Investigators of mining conditions
o'clock Sunday night.
nnd the peculiar dangers to which
miners are subjected recently have
Harwich, Dec. 2. Eight more Ger taken much Interest In the practice
man submarines surrendered yester of Western gold miners to nlake pets
day, making a total of 122 which have of the rats which commonly Infest
been taken over by the allies.
mines. On the mother lode of California It has been found that the
Berlin. The text of the former Ger- miners Invariably feed the rats and
man emperor's act of renunciation tnke care of them, believing that the
which was Issued by the new German rodents are a source- of protection
government "In order to reply to cer- against accident, says Our Dumb Ani
tain misunderstandings which have mals. This Is due, the men say, to the
arisen with regard to the abdication," Instinct of the rats, Which warns them
follows:
when a tunnel Is unsafe. And when
"By the yresent document I rethe rats leave a tunnel it Is utmost im
nounce forever my rights to the possible
to get the miners to work
crown of Prussia and the rights to the
there. This recalls the belief among
German imperial crown. I release at
sailors that rats will leave a doomed
the same time all the officials of the ship. The miners also have found that
German empire and Prussia and also
rats are much more susceptible than
all officers, noncommissioned officers
humans to the dangerous gases that
and soldiers of the Prussian navy and so
often cause loss of life in the. mines.
army and of contingents from confedLong before the miners themselves are
erate states from the oath of fidelity
ty these gases tho rats bethey have taken to me as their- em- affected
sick
come
and show symptoms of disperor, king and supreme chief. I exSo
tress.
the men keep close wutch
pect from trfera, until a new organizagood health.
tion of the German empire exists, that of the rats'
they will aid those who effectively
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
hold the power in Germany to protect
LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as thsy
the German people against the men- by
cannot reach the seat of ths disease.
acing dangers of anarchy, famine and Catarrh la a local disease, greatly Influby constitutional conditions. HALL'S
enced
foreign domination.
CATARRH MEDICINE will cure catarrh.
"Made and executed and signed by It Is taken Internally and acts through
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of ths
our own hand with the imperial seal the
System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE

"WILJJAM."

Co., Buffalo, N.Y. Mfg. Chem.

Foster-Milbu-

15f luid

.

-

Doan's Kidney Tills."

DOAN'S
60c

r

""'

"wtaiiU'-JU'tii-

i i

1

fettalMÉaaifealflBisWBP''

(foITyour stomachs sake)
saHaaBBjaaaiBBajBjBflaSsajBiBaaBiaaiiBH'aHB

Rids you oE the Excess Acid and Overload and you will fairly feel
the GAS driven out of your body THE BLOAT GOES WITH IT.

IT GIVES YOU REAL STOMACH COMFORT

Sold by druftirlata generally If yonr drnirirUt can't supply yon s big box ot Eatonlo for
ns this adr. with yonr name and address and we will send It to yon yon can send
60c, se-'us the Mo after yon (ret it. Address Katun lo Remedy Co., 1018 B. Wabash Are., Chicago, 111.
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Letters
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American
lie OpaniSll

ias wel as very viv'd recollections of
Directory
a session of the State Legislature of
iliji
fjfS
RSUlNTIXKIl ArtiUSTJT, 1911.
j.New Mexico, where Democrats were
viciously thrown out for no reason
Rev. Ford
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
whatever but to enable Republicans to
Kansas, (Edgar Co.) 111.
1RVIN OGDEN, SR.
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M J
run that body absolutely in defiance of
Nov. 21, 1918.
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
at Christian Church,
Your
Dear Ogden:
th will of the people.
The' claim that an "Off Year" elecJust a line to lot you know that I
presence
is necessary,
SaWriptioa $1.50 Per Yr
tion, following the draft,, food conser- am getting anxious to have a "Snhr.ih
G. R. ABERNATHY, Supt.
matter at the vation, and restrictions of all kinds American" to read.
Entred us second-clas- s
It seemed that
.,
poatoiTice in Roy, New Mexico.
which were trying to the patriotism of the
just couldn't keep up with
selfish men and men whose patriotism me while I was in the Army Y M C
THE UNIVERSAL CAR
CHRISTIAN
could not stand restriction to his per- A. work. I don't think I have 'seen a
sonal privileges or paying his fair copy
it since last March. However
Have you seen the Ford Model T One Tonll
ROY
v
PUBLISHERS share of the cost of his personal and you were not to blame, you did your
NOTICE TO
greatest
the
believe
is,
we
It
Chassis?
Truck
political safety, and wiiose vision of a best to keep it coming,
Services 2d Sunday of each
I failed to
OF WEEKLY NFWSPAPERS World Democracy is limited t$ his own notify you of changes but
servant ever offered the American people. A
in address. I
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
am now out of the Army Y. work, quit
fireside or his ambition to hold office
strong Vanadium Steel frame with the regular
4th Sunday of each month fat
Notice is hereby given that is an expression of the American peo- the first of October. The old Southern
and a direct worm drive, this
Ford motor,
ple is all tommyrot
Illinois conference was very short of
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
on and after December l'st, 1918,
preachers and had been wanting me
The present Democratic Administratruck will be among motor trucks just what
Communion service at the 'mornthe rules of the War Industries tion is going to safeguard the victory back for some time before I consentamong all motor cars; the supreme
Ford
the
is
ing service.
Board governing weekly news- it has won for the liberty of the.world, ed to come. The Methodist church has
value from point of effective service and low
and all the piffle the republican cam- responded very generously to the call
PLEASANT VIEW
papers will be withdrawn and jio paign committee headquarters sends for men for Army Y, and
The Ford
cost of operation and maintenance.
for ChapSunday each Month at 3,
First
laincy.
the little dogs to chew on will
further reports will be required. cut
One Ton Truck Chassis is $550. f.o.b. Detroit.
My family had been in Illinois for
hange
public
the
not
sentiment
in
p.m.
In making this announcement
question.
We'll assist buyers on the
three months while I was at Camp
least.
the Board is prompted by the
MILLS
Travis, Texas, and when I came back
Come in ánd let's talk it over.
The Bureau of Naturalization, for to Illinois on a vacation, and attended
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. SPM.
fact that the amount of paper
and saw the need of men,
cosumed by weekly newspapers this district, located at Denver, is now conference
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.
trying to start a furore for the hurried I consented to the appointment here,
is not sufficient to, at this time, naturalization of all foreigners, es nn ing nrst obtained permission
!'
from
pecially Germans, threatening char.crsd Y headquarters,
materially affect the news-prin- t
BAPTIST
'
We have a very fine place here, good
prevent their
jl
'
situation, and as the' Holiday naturalization laws maypropose
schools Parsonage,, in fine location. I have
First Sunday in each mouth.
petting by later. They
season is at hand, it is felt that it to educate them in the things necessary four churches, always choose the cir-fServices 11 A. M., 7.S0, P. M.
"cut work when I have any say in 'it.
getting by. '
is desirable to remove the reRev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
not crazy about it. We have I can't stand being penned up in town
are
We
striction at this time so that too many ignorant and unfit voters wkk one church, especially
after my
f
merchants and publishers may now for the good of the government, j ew Mexico drives. Four churches
SUNDAY SCHOOL
profit by the Holiday activities. If they were to allow immigrants to j keep me busy as you can gues, and
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
show intelligtnce and morals to mak3 jinese are allchurches that really ought
'
them worthy, as is done here, it would to have the full time of a man, except
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.
i
letter. And let the next genera- perhaps one of them, two of them are
FOR SALE or will trade for be
below1'
in
exclusive places whare there
par be
tion of those who are
a good Ford or other light educated in our American schools to is no other church to do the work. I
CATHOLIC
A team of big Mules a point where they are worthy of cit- should not be asked to take care of
car
Mass
each month 2d and"
twice
them all were it not" for the great
'
and good set of heavy all lea- izenship.
Sundays
4th
at the Catholic
ehortage
of preachers, and under such
The ignorant, whether foreign or
Aero-Plane
ther Harness, worth $330. Native born, who are guided and con circumstances we do our best to take
Roy, N. M.
Church.
!
of all
office trolled in the exercise of their ballot, cre
Inquire at the S-The influenza has been a ereat hin- Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
are a menace w iree institutions, vmy
men and women of intelligence and derance to our work. One of rav
Service at 7,30 p.m.
The Clayton News speaks of education enough to understand what churches is still closed. Schools startRates.
Reasonable
At
ed
up
again
this
morning, this is their
and who they are voting for should
Rev. Fr. Feux Vachon,
Union County as a "Farming ever
second start,. I her that Roy has
have the ballot .
had its time with the "Flu" also.
Community', and offers proof
Priest in charge,
One year ago this Thanksgiving, I
that it is. In view of the fact
was at Mofax Union Church far
:
that Unon County 13 60 miles What Do Yu Think of That?
C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.
Thanksgiving service, so many things
' V
S. Cm
(incorporated)
wide by 123 Ion?, we take it that There Is an aspect of spider and fly h'ave happened since then that it seems
Mrs.
W.
O.
HEARN,
President
naroral-Ists
be
must
that
more than a year since
it
the atmosphere of the wild, free relstlon which fabulists and
Mies LILLIAN Griner, Sec'y.
alike have overlooked. An ob- that service. We were then in the
West, has given the writer a server has brought the microscope to war and things were not looking any
Meets at the Christian Chureh,
larger vision,
,
Rot, N. M every Sundav eventeer on many house files and finds that too promising, and some those boys
ing at 7 o'clock.
To a man from Rhode Island the parasite upon that hateful Insect were leaving home, or on the list to go
la often aa immature plder. Too right away, eouldnt feel very thankA cordial welcome extended to
a tract of land more than twice weak jet to spin Its web It makes the ful, but it is different now. Lots of
all
visitors.
as larage as his own state would fly its winged palfrey, and courses folks can be thankful that their boys
hardly be called a "Community." from place to place at the will of Its will soon be starting home, and those
Methodist Episcopal Church
either tin til Pegasus per- - who realizing that they are not to look
But then things do grow bigger captive;
Ifches naturally or presumably until the into the faces of their boys in life y
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
as you come west- rider has grown up and Is able to make have very real cause for Thanksgiv'
Regular Services as follows:
ing to God that they had been blessed
I meal of his charger.
e
with
such
lads,
and
had
the
great
1st Sunday at Newton School
The howl going up about the special
of giving them to help and finalnews bureau going to Europe at which
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
ly to win in a cause so great. Jhe,
"Teddy" is the chief howler, is not
won
great
one
victory,
a
.have
that
wondered at by any familiar with
3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
could not have been won except' for
'
conditions for the past 15 years. No
Church.
11am and 7:30pm
their heroism and readiness to pay the
wonder Teddy wants the Associated
Experienced
priceNoted,
Tried,
supreme
Press to have full charge of the news
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
,
I'm trying to line up my churches ;
from abroad and dish it up to suit him
Law
7:30
pm
'11 a m and
for the tremendous job that's ahead,!
and "his ambitions.
if the church ia to do xwell her part, j Prómpt and ' Careful Attention
It has been apparent from the time Past 14 years in Denver,
M. WILSON,
Pastor
My experience in camp- - are of' great
' "Teddy" entered politics, that the As
If you want the services of an J.
Given all Business Entrusted
now of
.
lvalue to me now.
sociated Press never missed aa op
SALESMAN
.,
to me
Send on the
and when the
SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
portunity .to boost him and knock
'
I
comes
my
is
day
work
here
done,
proven
always
has
that
whose
work
everybody and everything which opNEW MEXICO
ROY
j o
i
posed him. When he made blunder
satisfactory, it will make you 1st and 3d Sundays
to make my home there. Don't know
8.00 P. M
as he often did when president, they
is
not,
Red
Cross
of
the
The
work
Money to consult me before mak- at Mosquero,
of any place I'd rather be.
were covered up and hidden as quickly
finishto
seem
persons
think,
as many
11 A. M.
at Bradley,
Best of wishes to all.
ing your SALE DATES.
as possible. When he bolted the Re
ed indeed, perhaps it is only begun.
Sincerely yours,
publican party six years ago, the A. P,
No Sale too Near or too Far. 2nd & 4th Sundays at Liberty, 11 A.M.
S. L. FORD. ' We have two million men overseas
went with him and when he was an Will be in ROY Regularly in
which must be cared for until they
Solano, 3, P. M.
outcast and in disgrace with all parties future.
are returned to peaceful pursuits in
No Sale too Large or Small,
E. L. PRATT, Pastor,
Russell
Prof
the A. P. was sympathetically silent.
mir nwn rnnntrv. In the allied coun- His next dates will b- e- Spanish-America- n
Greeting:
When he came back and offered to be
,0..,ci,0j h th
u0..
You can have SALE BILL
I have been m San Antonio for past i Hun nor(es the machinery of life has
a Republican again if they would let
-fí
printed
and make dates at the
LODGE DIRECTORY
weeks and will report at Dem- hkn run things, the A. P. was there
JiVVJ,
shattered and disorganized; natwith the big horn, tooting for him and
g' X- - M- - or work m camP- - Have ural resources have been exhausted; Spanish-America- n
Office. Roy
of late the A. P. has voiced his sedia splendid opportunity to get over sea j $ocal institutions despoiled. All over
New Mexico.
to be ablejthe
j service but do not expect
tious and unpatriotic utterances while
whole nations have been
Great Acts Uve Leg.
wld
condemning the same sentiments from
i0
acce; lV . .
, ... plunged into distress, even actual star- A great act does not perish with the I
.,
I. O. O. F.
a Clt- San 1Anvtoni "
other sources.
vation; 2nd until the ast American
Ufe ef the nr.n who performed it; It
busy
a
We are forced to conclude again that lives
it
is
hom(?
disbrought
u
and
the
HOMESTEAD
Mier
LODGE 48
sobers
and prows up Into the lives and
Roosevelt has some hold on the Astress or the world relieved, tne Amen- r
set? of thofe wbo survive him and i'i:-Meets at its own Hall
sociated Press which causes ail this.
ana visiteo jwruy ntiu cuu c.c.a. ,can Red Crosg must carry on.
oherfsh l.!s memory. General Sir WilEvery Wednesday
other stations. Spent an hour or two
Assuming this to be the case, why liam I!o!m
g.A
Adv.
have
win
attractve
The
rt'on.
should not President Wilson arrange
Alamo and inspected tnree ctcer
in
t advertising the comine Uhrist- Evening
The famous Buck Horn ma3 Membership Drive and will be
. old missions.
for a News Service which, would not
Visiting
always welBrothers
interestas
Saloon" proved to be, about
le run in the personal interests of one
d to h
the business houses 0f
TheWapc Mound .Sentinel is peeved
whl4e there
come.
T. R. regardless of the truth or the
aw
as any p,2Ce
ge
jn
bHsh.
of
th
SÍst
"
because the Republican Sate Record Woud give you the dimer.nor.s and
effects on the
rt for our
these leas for
Mrlville Floersiieim, N. G.
Spanish-:
the
things
aheut
said
naity
saw
there.
I
o
horns
which mean more than any man's po
tensions
moBt usefuI best teloved and necss.
-v
e
nu
uuu
say
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y.
DroDs-Mmenean.
uaa
Dten
i
vou
would
i
hut
.
,
litical ambitions.
j
.
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i.
l;covelt comes of the same stock; it is some satisfaction to ce aoie to p2rtakil5g too frtely (it is now a Bavo f th civilizat;0I, 0f the world than
have t0 e en to be
and the same senti- - get a chance under tüeir
as the
j0rt, and
0,her interest now that the fight-meRebekah . Degree
and lust for power is in him. He hide that makes them squirm that at;DreC;ated any way. Marched six:
sDiriii of the. Red
parade ano aooui Cr(JSS EtaI1(is betveen you and
is not a safe man to have a hand in way.
miles in a milita
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
more "marking time" amidst the agery. Renew your membership, and
governments when government of
greatest variety of noises and rackets ur..e otberg to do t;ie g;,me.
right and not of might is the issue.
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
'He Patronizes Me!
Teddy has proven himself a poor polij I ever expect to get mixed up in unta
Evening each month
another war closes. The cool breezes j
tician, a nasty loser, and a carping
jror Crovp
I. O. O. F. Hall
aosent,
were
is
proennentiy
mesa
an
that
administration
critic of
;of the
simply advanced beyond his medaeva!
We enjoy a letter from home in the
Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. G.
'Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
n
each splendid for croup," writes Mrs. Ed- REFERENCES:
mind. He is the reincárnation of some
form of the
Mrs.Blanche Grunig, Secy.
week but regret the loss of friends ward Hassett, Frankfort, N. Y., "My
ancient warrior who lived by lust and
Roy
in
be
Will
and
Savings
Trust
Eank,
,
enron?deto
compelled
blood and whose power was the
which it has been
cn;v!r, have been cuickly relieved of
Visiting Sisters welcome
- Roy, N. M.
c!e. This leaves us cil in good hea.tn Et:&t.i:3 6f this dreadful complaint by
structive and not the constructive kind,
therefore the sooner he is tdtaily eliremedy ccntains no
and children progressing tatiifac-- ; its use.
Citizens State Bank.
torily 'in school.
minated from politics and from the
ociuin cr other narcotic end may be
Mills, N. M
Respectfully,
íven t0 a cbild as confidently as to an
bier red headlines in the dailies, the
better for civilization. Tne junsrles
adult.
Under new Management
fall
,a have vour Army Y. M. C. A.,
of Africa or South America are bet-- 1
goes
Charles
Chapman, Proprietor.
M.
Demirig,
N.
iWOrk
Cody,
he
finished
savage
before
Camp
ter .place for him where his
i
Wichita,
may le gratified in the kui-- j No charge for consultation.
from
I.laib
W.
writes
J.
.;
ing of wild beam rather then the kill- - j
Kansas, for his
j
'Steam Heated,
in
persists
P.
Free Baths,
ir.2 cf men. If the A.
We have teen sending it to the wron-advertising medium FQRD FOR SALE;-Go- od
l.c:r.g
CCOndr.Jdrcss, but fixed it by sending the
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
the President should create a news hand car, cheap, in good repair '!"5t tilree copies to him at IM uaraen
A quiet, homelike Hotel
service wr.icn eouid get., away irom
W.
Gilstrap
W.
See
Ry
one block from the
l.:in ana report the real progress the
Tucumcari,
chilled world is making. Meanwhile
from
dentist,
Depot, in thej '
Hannah
Dr.
M.
Uvas here Monday r.nd left his adver-4imeROY,
continve to '"Thank Cod for Wilson."
N.
Exchange,
Ofiice and
Main Business District
for reeub.r dates in Roy in
.
.
.
futuTe. He wants to get acquainted.
E
Fords Fixed
It i; arr.usir.jr to read the ravings of
anui L.ana-seeKe- i r
PHONE at Springer.
with
Connects
luunais
deciding
before
with conditions here
Will find this the right place.
the New Mexico Republican papers
I will open a repair sh p to come to the mesa to locate. He is j
over the certainty tnat ir.e Aaminis- your g mart and evi- Solano, Mosquero,' Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
job
the
and
tration will finish this war
adjoining Roy Blacksmith a fine appearing
expert
in his profession, j
an
StupiO Cercmany
is
dently
that follows itjithoat any of h
Rural:Commuriity Lines con
and intermediate points.
2 d Labor 75ct.S we, shall be glad to get better ac- - j
A mnd ceremony was
.
performed et
Efficient Service- Roy City Exchange,
nected.
Bedfordshire. EnRlund. the other
is it a matter of history, 3r is it not, 'per hour. One man profit ruainted.
j
,To
fulfill
aiiowed
a Give me a trial. Save money
the trps uf
that the Republicans ever
r.Lcinit cha'r- -'
IJcsQuero has been having an cpi- Ity heqacft a choir tov h
Democrat even a voice in their delib- - on
o SiV-,DlllS.
Vif
there;
repair
on his head in the
f.r. ?anv re.rons
erations when they could help it. No j
church
vnrd,
wMln
Raymond A. rcndleton. have been ill rut iw dca'.hs reported.
one has any record of s'uch an act by a L
jihe a,:jx tardea read purts of
.
will.
rcpufl:can ccnrcj. W o heve record
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J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.
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Suppose you hsf
your

0mr,

J. Taylor, Abstracto

Tom.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Mr. J. J. TAYLOR has closed
his Garage and is now in charge
of our Repair Department,

JOB
and had no

y

x

Mofa, New Mexico

r5

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

the
Bank!

money in

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being J
straightened out and we are also prepared
to, furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

'

We Repair all Cars.

i-

WE 'HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Al

We also carry a Complete Line of

s

Treasurer,

C U. StroRj;, County

to us dinprttflhed with PromtunM
Your BusinflM Kt spectlully Solicited

MaUert-entruste-

tai

Aocuro

Oils and Auto Accessories,

Gasoline Stand,

Free Air.

Fully Equipped Blacksmhing
and machine Shop.

Variety Machine Works,
GILSTRAP Bro's, Prop's.

H--

Le!.

o

"Semper
muniment the
bo. "Dat's me," "Sic semper," chirped
ttie henil of the house, nml the bulldog
promptly respoudwl. Louisville
Mi-Un,- "

n

TJaturar Question.
Allpn ihpjird his mother complain
1)out tho great iiumlter
of lady bug:
everywhere In the liouw. Ho watched
them for a Ion time, then asked, "You
cnll them Vlie,' arwi't Hiere any gentle-mehuly buss?"

Frank L. Schultz,

Sw4Ne;

WSw,
SwNe,
ESe4,

'

IF HE HAD MONEY IN THE BANK NOW HE WOULDN'T
BE SO DISCOURAGED. IT WOULD CARRY HIM OVER UNTIL HE GOT A JOB OR IT MIGHT SET HIM UP IN BUSINESS,

GF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS
i

Farm Loans,

Insurance,
Auction Sales, Notary Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.
Office in the old Telephone Building, , ROY, N. M.
rHetedlty.
Sow

people never get Over their
birth uat raising. "The higher In a tree
a monkey climbs the more of a monkey
he becomes. Paterson Coll.
"""" v

"""
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office t Santa Fe, New Mexico
Nov. 13Í191S
Notice is hereby given that
Adelaida Espinosa of WagonMound.
n Aug. 9th 1915 made Homestead Entry No 024386 for
J
&
EJ.SWJ, See. '7,
Township 20 N Range 84 K. N. M. P.
Meridian, hag filed notice of intention
tomake thweYear Proof, to establish
claim to Bie land above described, before Stan! y A.,Foutz, U 6. Com. at
Wagon Mi.und N.M. on Dec. 28 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Andres Espinoza, Macario Sando
va!. Vencelaus Sandoval, Vevibiana
Sandoval, all of Wagon Mound, N.M,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register

Homestead entry. No. 024120. for NEi
NEJ Sec. 17, SEJ SEJ Sec. 8, SJSWJ.
Sec. 9, Twp. 21 N R. 24 E., N. M. P.
M.; has filed notice of 'intention th
raake Final Three Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before Stanley A. Foutz, U. S.
at Wagon Mound, N. M.

ea.

on Dec.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

An International Service Built
on Tiny Profits Per Pound

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, Banta Fe, New Mexico.
,

:

.

Nov.

1918

18.

Notice is hereby given that
Erskin B. Cropp, of Sabinoso, N. Mex.
who on June 10,1915. msdd Additional
H-no. 02380, for NEJ-SELot 1,
Sec. 17; and Lot 1 Sec. 20
Twp. 16 N,
R24E. NMPM.' has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before
Eliseo C.Cordova, U.S Commissioner
Trementina New Mexico, on Dec23, '18.
Claimant names as witnesses:
L. M. Howe,
Benturo Quintana,
t
Petrnib Quintana
Roman Quintana
All of Trementina, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
'
Register
J:

'

Some industries have been able to get in
step with' war demands more quickly than

.
',

;

war service.
And how had this development taken place?
Not by making vast inroads into the capiwealth
of the country, but largely by using,
tal
from year to year, a portion of the profits, to
provide for expansion.

,

J;

EJ-N-

l

tablish claim to the land above
before, W II Willcov U.

S.

Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on
Dee. 23 1918.

FRANCISCO DFLGADO:

FRANCISCO

12-2- 1

expansion.
'ta

Could any1 other method of financing a vital
industry involve less hardship to the people of the
country? Could there be a better instance of true
"
than this return in added usefulness
and in national preparedness ?

Kodaks and Eastman Supplie
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Physician in Chargel

J

Dr. M.'D. Gibbs, Prop.
RQY,

N. Mex.

"profit-sharing-

-

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
v. Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

v

have been repaid to
These fraction! of l ir;'
.iv.; . 3;:. efbottsr service,
to the pulwc many fjld
and better and cheaper mer.t, end made it possible for
Swift & Company to meet, undaunted, the sudden
cry for meat for overseas.
.

DBÓGADO,
Register."

The Roy Drug Store

Cams Plumlee,

We also have Cottages with Sleeping Porches,
Separate from the Hospital, For Tubercular Patients.

NEi-NW-

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.

v

Swift & Company's profits have always been so
tiny, compared with sales, that they have had practically no effect on the price of meat (amounting to only
a fraction of a cent per pound).
And yet the owners of the business have been
content with reasonable réturns on their capital, and
have been able, year after year, to put part of the
profits back Lito the business to provide for its

i;

NVVi-NESec, 26;
sec.35, Twp. 18N, Rng24E,
N. M. P. "M., has filed notice of intention to make three year proof, to esSeI-SE- J

Register.

Newly Furnished and Equipped,

T

1918,

Francisco A.Esquibel, of Sabinoso, N.
M.who on Sept. 29 1915, made HE no
024813 for SWi-SESec, 25,
J;

others.

In many cases mighty plants have sprung
up but at a prodigious cost.
,
The packing industry was able to adapt
k itself to unheard of dem&nds more quickly,
perhaps, than any other industry. And this
was because the vast equipment of packing
plants, refrigerator cars, 'branch houses, etc.,
had been gradually developed to its present
state of efficiency, so that in the crucial hour
it became a mighty international system for

Claimant names as witnesses:
Daniel Sanchez
Juan E. Lucero Esteban Cordova Alejandro Maestas
Alejaedio Duran
Bernardo Duran Marcelino Esquibel
Zacana3 Ebell
all of Wagon Mound, N. M,
Sabinaso,
Roy, N.M,
12-2- 1

!

6,

Claimant name3 as witnesses:

"Recently Enlarged,

WHAT ITS FOR.

Reliable Medium of Exchange,

.

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cases.

T'S

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

12-2-

NEW MEX.

THINGS-THA-

WE ADD 5 PERCENT INTEREST ON 6 OR 12 MONTHS TIME
DEPOSITS.

progressive Business Enterprise
To meet the demads of the Community for a

'

ROY,

DO A LOT OF

and

12-2-

The Plumlee Hospital

.

START AN ACCOUNT IN THIS BANK AND
HAVE NO FEAR OF THE FUTURE.

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico,

WJ-SE-

SwNw,

'

YOU SHOULD

October 29, 1913
NOTICE
PUBLICATION
Notice, is hereby given that'Eduigen
Costill., .of Roy, New Mexico, who on Department of ;fke Interior, U. &, Land
November 22, 1913 End December 19,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
1914, otade Homestead Entry No.
October .29, 1918
017211. end No. 019042, for the SV4
Notice is hereby given that "Cre
,SwU, 'Section 17, NwNe14, Nett
sencia Martinez, of Roy, New Mexico,
.Nw, Section 20, and the
who, .on October 20, 1915, made Home
.NwUSw'A, Saction 17;
Serial No. 021057, for
Se'4Nw, .Section 20, Township 3S)N, stead Entry, Section
23,
SeNw
.Range 25E- - N. M. P. M, has filed
Ne4Sw4, NwSe and
jnotice of intention to make Final
Section 22, Township 20N
Three Year JYoof to establish claim
M., has filed no
to the land above described, before Range 25E, N. M. P.jnake
Three Year
tice of intention to
AV. II. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner.,
Proof, to establish claim to the land
at .his office at Roy, New Mexico, ion above
described, before F. H. Foster,
the 9th day of December, 1918.
U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New Mex
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1918,
Juan Isidro Romero; of Roy New ico, on the 9th day of December,
as
names
witnesses:
Claimant
Mexico, Juan de Jesus Sandoval, of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Francisco A. Martinez, Alcario Department of The Interior, U. S.
Roy, New Mexico, Alfredo Sandoval,
U.
Office
Gonzales,
S.
Land
Aldeia,
Santa Fe, New Mex Department
Pedro
of Roy, New Mexico, Nicolas Sandoval, Griego, Frank
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Nov. 13 19 IS.
all of Roy, New Mexico.
of Roy, New Mexico,
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that
VALVERDE,
PAZ
PAZ VALVERDE,
November, 13 1918
Register, Olmedo Sanchez, of Wagon Mound,
Register,
Notice is hereby given that
N, M., who, on July 8, 1915 made

ma

Xi

HERE'S A PICTURE FOR YOU THAT TELLS THE
AND IT HAPPENED.
WHOLE STORY.

IT MIGHT

Col. Frank O. White,

ior

Aaiew

m

n

ITolt.

BenJ.-niil-

NEW MEX.

publication
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
notice
Department of tha Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
October 30, 1918
umce at Llayton, New Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that Henry J.
October 30, 1918 '
Telgo, of Mills, New Mexico, who on
Notice is hereby given" that Clifford
July 2nd, 1915, made Enlarged Home- J-- Allen, of Roy, Mora County, New
stead Entry No. 020403, for NetfSwW, Mexico, who on November 8th. 191R.
SeNwU, NttNwK, Section 3, Town- made Homestead Entry, No. 021154,
ship 21N, Range 25E, Sw, Section ior
wavii, section 11, Township
34, Township 2üN, Range 25E, N. M. 20N,!Range 25E, N. M. P. M., has
P. M., has filed notice of intention to filed notice of intention to make Final
make three year proof, to establish Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
claim to the land above described, be- to the land above described, before
fore W. H. Wilcox, U. S. Commissioner F. H: Foster. U S. Commissioner, at
at Roy, New Mexico, on thi 17th day his office in Roy, New Mexico, on the
of December 1918.
17th day oí December, 1918.
Claimant ames as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses :
H. Coffman, II. G. Baumann, E.
F. "W. Wéndland, R. A. Pendleton,
Angley, R. S. Porter, all of Mills, New John McCrystel, Ed. Cantrel, all of
Mexico,
&e Jiew Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
KDTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of She Interior, U. S. Land Department
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Ornee at Clayton, New Mexico,
'
October 29, 1918
October 30, 1ÍÜ8
Notice is hereby given that John
Naftee.is hereby given that William
Weisdorfer, of Roy, New Mexico, who Heath ,ot Kephart, Union County, New
. on November L, 1915, made Homestead
Mexico, who, on July 24th, 1915, made
Entry Serial No. 021104, for Sw and
Homestead Entry, No. 020540, for
Se' Section 2, Township 19N, Range SwKSwfc, Section 33, Township
22N
.26E,'N. M. P. M, lias filed notice of Range 29E,
and Lots 3, 4, SttNw'A
.intention to make Three Year Proof Section 4í,rTownship 21N, Range
29E
to establish claim to the land above N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of inten
described before Y. H. Foster, U. S. tkm to mutke Final Three
Tear Proof,
Commissioner, at Roy. New Mexico, to establish claim to the" land above
1918.
day
on the 12th
of December,
described, 'before F. H. Foster, U. S,
(Claimant names as witnesses:
Commissioner, at his office in Roy,
Vidal C. Martines, Carlotta B. Mar- New Motfittvoa the 17th day of De
tinez, Benjamin G. Grunig, Edna O. cember, 1918.
Grunig, all of Roy, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ V&LVERDE,
A- - T. Carter, Edger Praizer, F. C.
Register. Moore, Harry; Smith all of Kephart,
g!
.
NOTICE tOK PUBLICATION
New Mexico.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Register,

na trie

of Americana.

flcadly
machines, which
the world owes to the ponlus of one
Anierlrnn, the Into PIr Hirnni Maxim,'
should have found Its antidote the
tank1 In a device dlroctly Inspired
by th Invention of a compatriot, Mr,
mnn-kllll-

ACETYLENE WELDING

ROY,

Both Inventions

There Is an English proverb which
tommenIs as a cure "a huir of the clog
that bit you." Anfi It is an lntcri'stlnjr
fnet, though hardty n coincidence, If
outlonifi Inventive cluirneterlstlcs le
borne In mind, that one of the most

'

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN
The formar empress of Germany arrived by train at Maarsbergen, Holland.
Tha American Thanksgiving day
was celebrated in England as never
before.
The Copenhaken Lokal Anzeiger
says President Wilson will probably
be invited to visit Germany.
Bolshevik forces are reported to
have captured Pskoff, Dvlnsk and
Important cities in northwestern Rus-

Ail EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENT8 AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

sia.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
W.it.rn

Nwpapr

t'nion News Servio.

ABOUT THE WAR
Austria-Hungarlost 4,000,000 killed
and wounded during the war.
Gen. von der Marwlti's Fifth army
began crossing the Rhine Friday. The
crossing will require eight or nine
y

dayi.
A

dispatch to the London Dally Mall
states that an
revolution has broken out

from Copenhagen
In Russia.

It Is officially announced that during
the war the forces of Great Britain actually lost nearly 1,000,000 men killed
or dead through various causes.
Twenty-seveGerman submarines
were surrendered at Harwich, Nov. 27,
to the allies. This brings to 114 the
turned over.
total of German
The number of navy men killed dur
ing the war was 1,233, Surgeon Gen
eral Bralsted of the Nevy Department
told the House committee on naval afn

fairs.

It is announoed that approximately
German submarines were destroyed during the war. The total
number of all types built by the Germans is estimated to have been 360.
More than a million and' a half prisoners of various nationalities have
been released by the Germans, according to estimates based upon reports
recejved by the American Third army.
American engineers have crossed
the frontier bridges between Luxemburg and Rhenish Prussia at various
points on the American front. They
examined tht bridge piers for mines,
but none was found. ,
Casualties In the British Indian
army during the war, according to figures given out In London, totaled
of which number 33,051 were
killed, died of wounds or are missing.
The wounded totaled 59,296 and 9,092
were taken prisoner.
An official statement issued in London says that since the armistice was
signed 444 British officers and 8,350
men of other ranks, former prisoners,
have arrived at Hull from Holland and
Germany, 65 officers and 8,216 men of
other ranks at Dover and 500 at Lon200

The celebrations of the victory over
Germany opened at Peking with a review of the Chinese and allied troops
by President Hsu Shlh Chang.
Crown Prince Alexander of Serbia
has been appointed regent of the Jugoslav state by the national council at
Agram, according to a Laibach dispatch.
The former German emperor .contemplates an early return to Germany
to reclaim his throne, according to
news received In London through a
neutral source.
Undoubtedly the most striking
Thanksgiving celebration in Paris was
that organized by the Knights of Columbus at the Church of Madeline In
honor of victory.
Tha British government will have a
staff of 400 persons in Paris for the
peace conference, Assistant Secretary
Towle of the food ministry informed
the correspondents.
Prince Maximilian of Baden, former imperial chancellor, is favored as
the first President of the German republic by democratic circles, according to advices to the Berlingske
Tidende.
Sir R. L. Borden, Canadian premier,
speaking at the annual Thanksgiving
day banquet of the American Society,
approved of the plan to form' a league
of nations, but Insisted that England
and America are able to command the
peace of the world by acting together.
William Hohenzollern can be extradited, in the opinion of Professor
Barthelmy of the Paris law faculty,
who explains that his guiding principle is that when there is an apparent
conflict between the law and common
sense the solution is always found
by following the latter.
Dr. Von Bethmann-Hollweg- ,
German
Imperial chancellor at the outbreak of
the war, is eager for an investigation
into his share lathe origin of the conflict, according to a statement he has
made to the North German Gazette of
Berlin, as quoted by the Central News
correspondent at Copenhagen.

SPORT

Jack Dempsey won the popular decision from Billy Mlske of St. Paul in
bout at Philadelphia.
a slow
A field goal by Schrepferman waa
the difference between the University
of Colorado and the Agricultural College football teams when they clashed
at Gamble field in Boulder, the varsity winning, 16 to 13.
Maj. William Thaw of the 103d United States aero squadron in France,
don.
ace, has been
One hundred and fifty airplanes the famous American
promoted
to
colonel, aclieutenant
which had been gathered at the
cording to an announcement made by
airdrome, eleven miles southAlan R. Hawley, president of the Aero
west of Stuttgart, to be handed over
Club of America.
to the allies in accordance with the
provisions of the armistice, have been GENERAL
rendered useless by order of the revoThe former German emperor is ill of
lutionary committee, according to a influenza, according to an Exchange
Stuttgart dispatch received at Basel, Telegraph dispatch from Amsterdam.
Swltxerland.
It has been officially confirmed that
King Albert of Belgium, with the
WESTERN
Mayor Kiel announced that the dis- queen and the crown prince, will visit
Paris.
play of a red flag at any public meetViscount Buxton, governor general
ing In St. Louis would not be tolerof South Africa, said deaths from inated.
Gov. William D. Stephens commuted fluenza among Europeans and natives
to Ufe Imprisonment the sentence of of South Africa were estimated at
death Imposed on Thomas J. Mooney 50,000.
Viscount Kato, former minister of
for murder growing out of the preparedness day bomb explosion In San foreign affairs, will head the JapaFrancisco July 22, 1916, when ten per- nese delegation to the peace confersons were killed and forty others In- ence at Versailles, according to unofficial advices reaching Washington.
jured.
Harry K. Thaw was released from
Immediate employment of returned
soldiers has been worked out by the the Pennsylvania hospital for the insane to spend Thanksgiving with his
government for Arizona.
fighting men in the mother in Pittsburg.
America's
The sugar divisions of the United
United 8tates and abroad attacked the
greatest Thanksgiving dinners In the States Food Administration throughhistory of the nation. For the first out the country will begin to demobiand possibly the last time Uncle Sam lize about Dec. 15.
was called upon to feed more than
Mrs. Dellorá R. Gates, widow of
men on this holiday. .
John W. Gates, died in New York at
the. Hotel Plaza, where she lived, afWASHINGTON
Repeal of the increased postage rate ter an attack of apoplexy.
Former Emperor Charles has been
was approved Friday by the Senate fiInformed by the government at Vienna
nance committee.
must leave Austria because of
President Wilson received Jacob that he
revolution
movement
the
counter
Theodore Cremer, new minister from
.
The Netherlands, and accepted his cre- there.
The formal document of Emperor
dentials.
Aerial mail service will shortly be William's abdication has already arxtended to San Francisco and many rived in Berlin, according to a Berlin
Abend-bladof the large cities of the West. Den- dispatch to the Copenhagen
ver, St. Louis, Indianapolis and Pitts-- It is understood the question of the
burg are to be Included In the air loop.
It was announced at the White extradition of the former German emHouse that the representatives of the peror is. being considered by British
United States at the peace conference law officers of the crown, who are
with the
would be the President himself the working in close
secretary of state, the Hon. Henry French authorities. Action in the
White, recently ambassador to France, premises was taken Immediately after
Mr. Edward M. House and Gen, the flight of the former emperor to
Holland.
Tasker H. Bliss.
Although the British government
Marshall has csji
celed his speaking tour through the may be compelled to use virtually all
West and to the Pacific, which would its available transports for the return
have kept him away from Washing- of its own and colonial troops, arrangeton until after the holidays. Mr, Mar- ments for the early transportation
shall's secretary said he felt ha should home of approximately 40,000 Ameriremain while the president was at the can troops on British ships have been
effected.
peace conference.
A campaign for the election of Gen.
A big peace conference of women
is planned for February In Holland, John J. Pershing, commander-in-chie- f
with delegates present from all coun- of the American expeditionary forces
tries, Including Germany and Austria. in France, to the presidency in 1920,
Bolshevism has been stamped out was formally launched in Ohio by an
in Bulgaria, diplomatic advices at the application for the incorporation of
the "Pershing Republican League."
Bulgarian legation stated.
d

n
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Gathered From
WHO WILL SIT WITH THE
AT THE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
PARIS CONFERENCE!

QUOTATIONS

WMiarn

MEN

Nwppr Union N.w. BrvU
DENVER MARKKT.

Cattla.

Fat

phnlra
aleara.
to prime
Fat ateera, graaaara, good
to cholea
Fat ataars, fraaeera, fair
to food
Haifera, prime
gooa io enoice.,
w,
Cowa, fair to good.
Cowa, medium to fair
Pnvi " " " "
Bulla'
Veal calvea
rvsutira, Tul
aooci to choice....
Feeder
Stockera, good to choice!!.
oiecaera, fair to rock!.....
Stockera. medium to ialr..
',

Good hogs

Saa.

Lamba, fat
Lambs, feeders, good
Lamba, feedera. fair
Ewea
Kwea, feeders
Yaarlings

GEN.

BLISS

MILITARY

EXPERT
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Secretary Lansing and Colonel House,
With Henry White,
to France, Are the Others Chosen
for Positions on Important Body.

000 100
Washington,
President Wilson perI.OOti) 12.00
ju.ouji iuv sonally wilt head the American deleanr'inBfl gation to the peace conference. This
!00
10.00
a.uuiff
was announced officially Friday night
7.26 it
at the White House.
The ether delegates will be:
0
16.90
11.
Secretary of Stat Lansing.
Henry White, formerly American
I14.75flS.25 ambassador to Francs.
14.60 16.00

Edward M. House.
8.75
1.00
Gen. Tasker H. Bliss.
.000 7.60
White House Statement
, 10.00 11.00
Wethers
.00M.00
The nnmes were disclosed In the following announcement from the White
Mar
urala Market.
(F. O. a. Denver,
House :
Carload Price.)
Har.
"It whs announced at the executive
Buying; 1'rlces.
Colorado, upland, per ton. .$22.002S.0O office that the representoalves of the
Nebraska upland, per ton. 20.00tf21.00 United Stntes at the peace conference
Prairie hay, Colorado and
would be the president himself, thé sec20 00021.01
Nebraska, per ton
Timothy, per ton
2I.00W 26.00 retary of state, Henry White, recently
li.OOHf 20.00
Alfalfa, per ton
M.
22.00021.00 ambassador to France; Edward
South Park, per ton
Uunnlson Valley, per ton.. 21.0O22.00 House and Gen. Tasker II. Bliss.
.0
5 00
Straw, per ton
"It was explained that It bad not
Urala.
Oats. Nebraska. 100 lbs., buying.. . $2.45 been possible to announce these ap2 23 pointments before because the number
Corn chop, suck, selling
Corn in sack, selling
's
4.00 of representatives each of the chief
White corn meal, per 100 lbs.
3.10 belligerents was to send had, until a
Tallow corn meal, per 100 lbs
Corn flour (white), per 100 lbs.... 4.45 day or two ago, been under discusGluten feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 Iba., selling... 120 sion."
Bliss' Name a Surprise. ,
Hungarian Patent.
lbs., sacked,
The only surprise In the announce
25.14
subject to discount
Hungarian, 4t lbs., Backed.. aubject
ment was the selection of Gen. Tusker
2.6
to dlacount
II. Bliss, former chief of staff of the
Hungarian. 24 lbs., sacked, subject
1J2 army and now the representative of
to discount
the American war department In the
Pre e Pealtry.
The following prlcea ou Uva poultrj supreme war council of the allies.
are net F. O. B. Denver:
For several days It had been gen
Turkeys, fancy d. p
21
030
2
erally understood that the Republican
Turkeya, old toma.
Turkeys, choice
12
020
member of the delegation would be
22
20
Hena. lb
Mr. White. That Secretary Lauslng
22
Ducks, young
024
!$ 024
Oeese
and Colonel House would be the other
14
Roosters
016
members had been unofficially admitted.
Live Pealtry.
Roosters, lb.
.10 012
White Long In Service.
iI
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
20
Henry
White, long in dlplomtitlc
Mena
15
018
,
JO
Ducks, young
sen-Icewas the American ambassador
It
Ducklings, lb
22
to France during President Roosevelt's
Oeess
20
Springe
17
administration. His diplomatic service
022
Bf oilers,
JO
to 2 lbs
began In 1883, when he served for two
years as secretary to the American
Eggs, strictly fresh, case
legation at Vienna,
He was transcount
SIS.50020.00 ferred to London In 1884 as second secretary of the American legation nnd In
Batter.
Creau-ries- ,
3
ex. lat grade, lb
1886
he was made secretary to the lega
4S
50
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
Procesa
60
tion there, being recalled by President
Packing stock
39
0 40
Cleveland In 1893.
During his career he also served the
rralt.
Apples, Colorado, box
$1.6093.(0 government In speclul diplomatic ca
Peara, cooking
2.26'a2.75
pacities, representing the United States
Vegetables.
at the International conference In Lon
Beans, navy, cwt.
12.00
don, 1887-8for the abolition of sugar
Beana, Pinto, cwt.
7.00
7.60
Beans, Lima, lb
.11
bounties.
10
Beana. green, lb
.12U
He was a delegate from the United
beana, wax. lb
12Hfe .15
Beets, Colo., dux. bunches
.26 W .40
States to the International conference
Beets, new, cwt
2.00
2.50
on agriculture at Rome In 1905, and
Cabbage, new, Colo...... 1.25 W 150
Carrots, cwt.
also was the American delegate to the
1.75 & 2.00
Carrots. Col., ds. bunches
.36
.40
international conference on Moroccan
Cauliflower, lb
10
.12
affairs at Algeclras. From March, 1905,
Celery, homegrown, dos..
.60 U .60
.Cucumbers, hothouse, ds. l.SOy 2.60
to March, 1907, Mr. White waa the
Lettuce, head, Colo., dos. .40
.40
American ambassador to Italy, leaving
Lettuce, curly, dox
25
.21
Onions, table, dox
.60
.75
that Important Tost to become the amOnions, cwt
1.75
1.00
bassador to France, where he remained
Parsley, dox
20
.25
Potatoes, new, cwt.
1.76
until December, 1900.
2.2i
Radishes, long, hothouse
.30
.25
Radishes, round
15
.25
Spinach, lb
Will Parley In Berlin.
06
,07
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb.
.0
.06
London. Representatives of Great
'
Turnip, cwt
1.7
1.50
Britain, France and the United States
Turnips, CoL, ds. bunches
.30
.16
will arrive In Berlin shortly to dlscusi
MISCELLANEOUS
MARKETS.
the armistice, the Berlin correspond;
Dearer Metal Market Prlcea.
says he un
ent of the Cologne-Gazett- e
Bar sliver. $1.01 ft.
derstands.
Copper, $26.264;.
Lead, $7.2M.
A meeting of the allied leaders In
Spelter, $8.10.
London will be a preliminary to tht
Tungsten concentrates, unit, $26.00.
peace conference, the Dally Express
Price ef Sagar.
says. Colonel House and Premier OrNew York. Sugar Centrifugal, 7.2
cut loaf. 10.50; crushed 10.60; mould A, lando of Italy will be here with tbt
1.60; cubes, 9.75; XXXX powdered
20; British and French statesmen.
powdered. 9.15; fine granulated and
Paris. A group of members of the
diamond A, 8.00; confectioners' A, 8.80:
la.&Ofc 14.50

rinr,

Ke.

.......

chamber of deputies representing agricultural Interests have sent a letter te
Flax.
Premier Clemenceau expressing objecDuluth, Minn. Linseed $3.78.
tion to giving special representation to
Kaaaaa City Prod are.
the socialists at the peace conference
Kanaas City. Butter Creamery, 57c;
If that should be agreed to, howevei
firsts, 65c; seconda, 63c; packing 40c
Kga Firsts, 65c; seconds, 62c.
the deputies urge that the farming and
PoultryHens,' 21V4c; roosters. 17üc: peasant classes also be represented
broilers, 29c.
since they had shed blood more freelj
Batter, ICgga, Potatoes, aad Poultry. than any other class.
Chicas-ButteNo. 1, 8.85.

65

.

Creamery,

Mc

Eggs-FlrH- ts,

644tátic;
63c

at

64

54

0 65c; ordinary firsts

mark, cases Included, 56
Potatoes Minnesota and Dakota
bulk, $1.5601.70; do, sacks, $1.651
bulk, $1.5001.(6; do, sacks
$1.7001.75.
Poultry Fowls, 1823Hc; springs,

23c;

turkeys,

28c.

Chicago Uve Stork tnotatloaa.
Chicago. Hogs
Butchers,
$17.85 Si
18.40;
light, $17.1ü(íí 18.16: packing
$17.00017.75; choice. $13.601550
Cattle Beef cattle: Good, choice and
prime, $15.0019.75; common and medium, $9.25(S' 15.00.
Butcher
stock'
Cows and heifers, $6.26014.00; canners
and cutters, $6.608.26. .Stockera and
feeders: Good, choice and fancy, $10 00
018.00; inferior, common and medium
$7.00010.00. Veal calves: Good and
choice, $17.00 17T.0.
Western range-Beesteers. $14.00018.00; cows and
heifers, $8.00012.60.
'3!ep77?mb,:., cholc
prime,
$16.16015.35; medium and good. 114 00
015.16;
culls.
$9.60013.25
and prime. $9.009.60; medium
and good, $8.0009.00; culls, $8.25(9

f

"J

Ewes-Choic-

Bavaria for Separate Peace.
London. Bavaria probably will ass
to have separate plenipotentiaries at
the peace negotiations and will clalit
conditions of a separate peace, says
the Paris Matin In commenting on the
action of Bavaria in breaking off re
lations with the government at Berlin
Tbe Socialist council of Munich hai

telegraphed to the executive commit
tee of the Berlin Socialist council de
mandlng the dismissal of Dr. W. S
Solf, foreign minister ; Phlllpp Schelde-mann- ,
minister of colonies, and MathI-aEraberger, who, it has been' announced, will conduct negotiations preliminary to signing a treaty of peace
The telegranj invites the Berlin council to overthrow a government whlct
continues such persons In Important
posts.

6.60.

HIDES AND PELTS.
Dry Fllat Hides.
Butcher, 16 lbs. and up....!
a.
Butcher, under 16 lbs
"29c
Fallen, all weights
.....'.'.'27c
Bulls and stags
'17
Culls
Dry salted hides, 6c per lb. less.
Dry Fllat Pelt.
Wool pelts
3Bo
Short wool pelts
30o
Butcher shearings
..!"
20e
No. 2 and murrain shearings
!l0c
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts. !l5c
Green Salted Hides, Etc
Cured hides, 25 lbs. and up, No. 1.. ij0
Cured hides, 26 lbs. and up. No. 2.. lKp
;
Bulls, No. I....;
Ijjg
Bulls, No. 2....
'.

Waiters Nwppr Union Neva Service.
Accua E. Lang, Hagerman, was

Italy to Support Wilson.
Washington.
There is a deal of discussion of the role the president will
play at the peace conference and the
lineup of the nations on his peace
principles.
The alms of the United States and
Italy are slmilnr. Italy binds herseli
to the upholding of human, ratbei
than selfish rights, and fully agrees
with President Wilson's views that the
moral law Is superior.
The Italian plenipotentiaries will
support the United States on all fundamental questions, It Is thought;

In

action

In

THE JOY OF
MOTHERHOOD

All Over

New Mexico
killed

1S.S0

11.600

Pithy News Items

PEACE DELEGATION

MARKET

.

101,-43-

.

PRESIDENT SELECTS

LATE

Franca.

New Mexico subscribed $267,797 to
the 'United War Work fund.
Albuquorque will in all probability
celebrate on Dec. 7 as an American

tribute to Britain.
lUrtwell.H. Jones of Duran died of
disease and Joseph K. Moore of Denting, waa wounded severely in action,
according to the casualty llpts.
S, Benfer was in Roy with the rattles from six big rattletmakes which
be killed at one prairie dog hole on
bis claim.
Seven miles west of Gallup, near tho
old pefiance trading post, several representatives of Colorado capital are
planting machinery with which they
propose to prospect for oil.
State School Superintendent J. H.
Wagner went on record favoring the
payment of lull salary to teachers who
have been unable to teach school
which were closed for weeks or
months by the "flu."
After having closed down tor sev
eral weeks on account of the influenza
epidemic, the coal camps in the Raton
section, with the exception of Sugarlte
and Van Houlen, are now open again.
The . Yankee camp Is also reported

Came to this Woman after
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound to
Restore Her Health
Ellensburg, WavA. "After I vas
married 1 waa not well for a long time
and a good deal of
the time was not
abla to go abont
Our greatest desire
was to hare a child
in our home and on
day my husband

cama back from
town with a bottle
of Lydia E. Pink,

Vegetable
Compound and
wanted me to try it .
It brought relief
ham's

from mv troubles.

I

I

improved in health so could do my
housework; we now have a little one, all
of which I owe to Lydia . Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound."
Mrs. O. S.
Johnson, R. No. 8, Ellensburg, Wash.

There are women everywhere who
long for children in their homes yet are
denied this happiness on account of
some functional disorder which in most
cases would readily yield to Lydia .
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Such women should not give np hop
until they have given this wonderful
medicine a trial, and for special advice
write Lydia . Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass. The result of 40 year
experience is at your service.
.

Awful Language.
closed.
"This Kengleesh language I cannot
New Mexico contributed more than unerstan'," wailed the poor French
"Now,
16,000 soldiers to the world war and soldier to his English friend.
such of these who arrive in New York zee 'ere ; I look in my leetle book an'
soon will see that the Sunshine State eet zay that eef I gr queek I go fast :
Joins! In the magnificent welcome the eéf I am tied np I am fast, eef I spend"
nation will give them ajong Fifth zee money too much I am fast.
"An' zen I find zls in zee Eengleesh
avenae.
A Silver City report states that tbe newspaper: 'Zee first one won one
prize ? Oul, zee Eengleesh lanfarmers who sowed such a large acreage of wheat last year under the stim- guage Eet ees awful 1"
ulus pf promised good prices and paTo keep clean and healthy take
triotic calls for more foodstuffs, find
Pleasant Pelleta. Thev
themselves with thousands of bushels ilver, bowels and atomach. Adv.
of wheat on their hands which the
food restrictions do not allow them to DID WORK OF HIGH ORDER
either mill or ship and which are at
present practically valueless to them. Designs
Wrought by Ancient PeruvianThei New Mexico Pershing League,
Dyers Have Been Given Much
tor the purpose of furthering the canPraise by Experts.
didacy for President in 1920 of Gen.
John J. Pershing, commander-in-chie- f
The ancients of Peru, by a curious
of thej American expeditionary forces
coincidence
for there could not posIn France, was organized by a number
sibly
been any
one-poun-

1

Doctor-Plerce'-

rea-uhu-

at

have

Intercourse with

representative citizens
their contemporaries in India antl
querque, Gen. Pershing began his milEgypt seem to have used much the
In
coming
itary career
New Mexico,
same kind" of processes in printing-thel- r
to the; Southwest from West Point in
designs upon the fabrics they
1884.
manufactured. Both Herodotus . nnd
Campaign hats are being reclaimed Pliny, among enrly historians, have-tolat the rate of 100 a day while 7,000
us about the cloths of vegetable
hats are ofteu In the Camp Cody shop fiber made by the ancients; but In all
to be reblocked and cleaned.
These likelihood the fabrics of the Peruvians
bats are cleaned and blocked at the were of even a more remote date. In,
rate of 30 cents a day. Four men some respects the methods of today,
apérate the machines which block the bear strong resemblance to the
bats, insert new eyelets, and put new
The chief difference conribbons on them. The hat shop Is a sists in the patterns now being enof

Albu-

older-practice- .

part of the clothing reclamation department.
,
William G. Connor of Mountainalr
has been arrested in Albuquerque to
answer to a charge which has been
preferred against him by Torrance
county 'officers that he is the father
of the child said to have been born
to his
Rheta
Goodnight.
The girl is said
confessed to the authorities implicating the man in Improper relations
with hot.
New Mexico eating places, nutuber-n- g
825, served 1,846,546 meals during
October, as shown by their reports to
the hotel division of the food administration. The total amount of beef
ind beef products used in October waa
158,635 pounds; pork and pork products, 58,685 pounds; other meats, including mutton and poultry, 41,623
pounds; bread, 83,921 pounds, and
lugar, 24,541 pounds.
Eduardo Chavez, Republican mem
of the next lower house of
the State Legislature, died at his
home at Socorro after a
hour illness from influenza.
Nobody ever thought a few years
ago that the time would come when a
fellow could not tell the difference be
tween a cowboys' roundup and an old
soldiers' reunion. Yet such will be
the case next year and in the suc
ceeding several cycles of time; and it
wont' be because the punchers are
time worn or rheumatic. The reason
Is that every red blooded cowboy who
could get away has been at a big
roundup in the French pasture helping Boss Pershing put' the
brand on the Kaiser and the herd that
ran'w'lth him. A whole lot of these
boys will be home by next Fourth of
July, and the Las Vegas cowboys' reunion invites 'ém all to foregather
there under the shadow of Old Hei
mlt's peak to "reune" and talk over
their fighting days, and incidentally to
compete for. about five thousand
"plunks1' in prizes. The reunion and
peace celebration features are to be
emphasized.
The Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce has been notified that the fraternal Insurance order, called the
Brotherhood of American Yeomen, is
shortly to send a committee to that
city to inspect, its availability for a
site- - for a sanatorium and also any
localities that may be offered.
The New Mexico casualty list includes Louts R. Lanzendorf, Alamo-gordo-,
dead of disease; Chris Peterson
of Gallup, killed In action, and missing in action, Clyde Bass, Walnut
Wells, Robert D. Pickerell, Cimarron
and Claude C. Howard of Deming..
.

r,

ve

ber-ele-

forty-eight-

k

-

graved upon copper rollers and several
colors' being printed at one time. Just
as today the coloring matter of dyes
Is not affixed by merely printing It on
the materlul,, but Is secured by means
of a substance known as mordant,
the Peruvian make use of property which caused the dye to adhere- and to. withstand a test of thousands
of years' wear and tear. Experts have
declared that in the direction of technical and artistic value the designs in
question have no equal.
so-di-

Results Count.
The Americnn What happened to-you?
The Tommy To tell you the trutlv
I ain't quite certain. About ten mine
with-utes ago I Vas 'avln' a
German sapper. He was a
boy 'ud a face like a, murs,
derer. We was crawlln' on our
when we come face to face. He-says somethin' to me In German, an'
I answers htm In just as bad language.""
"What huppened then?"
"Well, I 'ates to brag; bnt I'm 'ere-an- '
e hain't." Exchange.
tete-a-tet-

nice-look- ln'

stom-mlck-

Some people
of xhe

harmful effects
pf coffee by
Others find
it out throutíh
experience. In

rearj-in- fj.

either case rt

is a good idea

to adopt

:

INSTANT

P0STUM
A delicious

drink made t
from the finest
cereals, harm-jes- s
ana nourishing. Made in
the cup, instantly. Saves sugar
:
and fuel.

'

'

THI

SPANISH-AMERICA-

The patriotic

pint ana

devotion)

with which Ameri.
can women hay
so far performed
work)
and made sacrlfloea
has never been)
war-servi-
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equalled in the

history of any

ivA'X

country. Mothers
wives and sisters
support this burden
with strength and

' 11$ fortitude. But
those who are

?:2I

miserable
from the com

Arizona.
Shipping ore within 30 days Is the
present expectation of the officers of
the Verde Squaw company, of the Jer
ome district.
One of the most Important gold
strikes ever, made In the history of
the Dos Cabesos district, is reported
by A.(J. Welty of Tucson, who has
leased ten claims In the vicinity of the
property of the Gold Ridge Mining
company. Working a small develop
ing force, Welty struck a
t
ledge of gold ore which runs better
than $160 to the ton.
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P WE will ignore the hysteria of the
professional 'farmer's friend' and dls- count tlie selfishness of certain trad- Iiir nnd manufacturing Interests, we
will find that the cotton producer and
the
cotton trade and
cotton-good- s
industry have nothing to
fear from the
action
of the

'

l

Industrien

U

board In providing for an
allocation of cotton and an
Inquiry Into the whole cotton situation," said Clarence Ousley, assistant secretary of agriculture, in a
statement given to the press
recently. Mr. Ousley con-

I.
fli

'

V
r

yiii A
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am

moved to make
these remarks by the publication in the New York
Journal of Commerce 'of
October 8 of a denunciatory
article by Mr. II. B. Comer,
president of the Avondale
mills and former governor
of Alabama. The cotton
whom Governor
Comer denounces may defend themselves.
My concern Is primarily to pre-
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kets, anil the department of as;
rlculture does not. even transmit
the quotations to the two ex
We keep a check on
changes.
the published differences of the

i

fi I

sw(c$

f

1

exchanges, however, nnd If any
error Is observed, we Immediate
Although we
ly advise them.
have no authority to control fho
differences quoted by the spot
markets, we make It our bus!
ness to keep in touch with the
iot markets, in order that so
far as we can do so by
Hon with them, we may assure
n

siot
the accuracy of the
'

traders

sent the truth for the welfare of cotton producers,
t.""
lie
and secondarily to dispute
partlcf-patlon
imputations
his
of
TrttyjrffArotfBYm:wuiimiJ7Xa6aAMWiL BMífír
or collusion by the
corra
department of agriculture.
T speak
from accurate and
Information
has been Injured times unnumbered by the half
In making the statement that there has not been
truth. Therefore, I rather welcomed the infrom the beginning, nor Is there now, any set
quiry which Mr. Baruch felt It necessary, In the
purpose or desire to fix cotton prices. There has
discharge of his responsibility for the conservanot been from the beginning, nor is there now, the
tion of all war material, to institute. Develop
belief 'among those In responsibility that price-tlxln- g
ments since then have confirmed' my impression.
will be necessary as a war measure cerAfter the first flurry due mostly to the persistent
tainly it never was contemplated, nor could it be
suspicions or unwarranted apprehensions of a few
Justified, on any other basis. It has been con(iverzealous spokesmen for the cotton producers
sidered only as a possible necessity, dependent
the situation became more stable, more normal,
upon the information to be gathered.
and meanwhile, the report of the bureau' of crop
."Bat there are several reasons for a cotton inestirantes exhibits a slightly larger supply of cot'
quiry.
ton than was reckoned upon the condition of the
"In the first place, there have bean marked
plant a month earlier. My Information Is that the
fluctuations many times during the last few
commissions representing the allies, the legitimate
months, nnd more or less since the beginning of
traders and the more thoughtful fanners recogthe European war, without Justifying economic
nize the wisdom of the undertaking and have full
reasons. Repeatedly the market has risen more
confidence that these instrumentalities of govthan a hundred points and reacted as much or
ernment exercised under war emergency will do
more within a few hours. There have been viono Injustice. The chief objectors are a few shortsighted spinners who are unwilling to take any
lent 'breaks,' reminding one of the slump at the
outbreak of the war, and in no single case has
chance upon a reduction of the handsome profits
they have been making for three years and more.
the movement been justified by any, real fact of
trade Importance. All such irrational fluctuations
"No doubt there has been recently, as there lias
are extremely hurtful to producers and legitimate
been always, more or less sharp practice by a cer'
f
traders and manufacturers.
tain class of cotton traders. I have never seen
"In the second place, often and almost conthe timo when some men did not take advantage
tinuously during the last few months contract
of any situation to exaggerate, to distort, and
quotations have been out of normal, relation to
even to falsify facts for speculative advantage.
pot quotations and generally have tended to deFor Instance, Secretary Houstoa was represented
press or to discount the trade value of real cotton.
as saying that 25 cents a pound was a fair price
for cotton. It was utterly false. He had never
"In the third place, the prices of cotton goods
said unythlng of the sort. How the story orighave been, advancing for four years out of all
inated I have not the slightest idea. It was a
proportion to the prices of cotton. Contrary to
n
piece of market gossip invented for a purpose
popular Impression outside of the cotton belt,
like many another concocted and circulated from
prices are not out of line with prices of other
time Immemorial.
staple commodities. For instance, on July 1, 1914,
the average price of wheat to the farmer was
"As to market Influences, nothing has been so
70.9 cents; on September 1, 1918, under governhurtful of late as the attitude of a few men from
ment control, it was 12.03 an Increase of 167 per
the South who Insisted, in spite of Chairman
cent. On the same dates the prices of cotton were
Baruch's statements of purpose, that the contem1.2.4 and 82.2 cents
an Increase of 100 per cent.
plation of the war industries board was to cause
The average Increase on farm products has not
a price to be fixed, and who assumed tha if a
been so great, but the average of manufactured
price were fixed it would be lower than the marproducts (except those regulated under war powket price. Market gosslpers naturally have made
ers) has been as great or greater. One of the
the i6ost of such a state of mind. Another hurtmost Interesting comparisons is found In the price
ful Influence has been the effort in some quarters
of cotton goods. I quote from Bradstreeta.
to magnify the cost of producing cotton. In
this connection, there are those who remember
Wholesale Price of Cotton Goods.
that when the fixing of a wheat price was under
Atif 1, Aof. 1, Aug. 1,
1918.
ton.
lftlT.
11S.
consideration some professed spokesmen of the
S0.0B76
fO.OS (0.14
Print clotha. B4'a (Boaton)
producers sought to have the cotton price fixed
07TB
,1W
.90875
Standard ibtatlnc (Boaton)
.1
.225
ntnfhama. Amoakaag, Slapla (Boaton).. .0670
at 29 cents, though the market at that time was
considerably below 25 cents. These men have
"Here are Increases of from 261 to S83 per cent.
created the Impression that the South desired
"In the fourth ' place, It developed a few weeks,
price-flxln- g
upward, but was unwilling to have
ago that there is rather a scant supply of cotthe facts as to real value ascertained.
As has
to
ton of the grade of middling of
e
often been the case, much harm has been done
cotton
staple, and an abundance of
by the overzealous, the suspicious and the selfish.
on the one hand and extra staple (such as AriAll such factors must be discounted In truly apzona, Georgia and Florida Sea Island) on the
praising the situation. ,
other. The European countries were In the mar"Whether intentionally or not, Governor
ket for the small supply of middling and the
Coiner's article In the New York Journal of Comspeculators were contracting for it, while the
e
merce misrepresents the department's relation to
producers of
cottons
and extra-stapl- e
this whole problem.' The United States departfound few buyers. The cotton market was out of
ment of agriculture enforces the provisions of the
joint. Several months ago the department of agUnited States cotton futures act, except those
riculture foresaw this precise situation and urged
the modification of war goods specifications in , portions which relate to the collection of taxes
e
cot- -'
on contracts, and these portions are enforced by
order to Increase consumption of
tons, but It takes a long time to readjust comthe treasury department. The department of agriculture, however, dees not 'establish dlfferen- mercial and manufacturing customs, because all
Hals' for grades of cotton other than middling, as ,
men are prone to. maintain habits, and spinners
one might infer from reading Governor's Corner'!
sre averse to incurring trouble or reducing profits.
article. The section 5 contract, which is the con"But when the new crop began to come to
tract used on the two exchanges, Is a 'basis
market the war industries board deemed It necesmiddling' contract. Cotton of grades other than
sary to take some action for adjustment '
middling may be delivered, and the differences
"'"Chairman Baruch of the war Industries board
on or off middling at which such grades are dedid me the honor tú consult me, In the absence
livered aré determined by the difference prevailof Secretary Houston, about the details of the
ing in spot markets designated for that purpose
plan he had decided to adopt by constituting a
by the secretary of agriculture under the terms
committee of Inquiry and a committee of distribuof the act.
...
..,...,.. ..... .....
tion. For a quarter of a century I have given
' "This department has no authority to say what
more pr less study to the economic aspects of cotdifferences shall be quoted by the spot markets. In
ton, and I cannot recall a time when the cotton
fact, the New York and New Orleans exchanges
fanner was Injured by, the revelation of the
whole truth about Cotton supply and demand. He ; get their quotations direct from the spot mar- first-han-

d

cot-io-

.

.

low-grad-

low-grad-

.

low-grad-

quota-

Comer has
Governor
tions.
been informed lu correspondence heretofore' that this
does not 'establish

differentials.'

a pound. We keep a
l.iironll Of markets showing the av
erage of the middling quotations in the ten oftl
clullv deslcnated spot markets, and we are eon'
stantly making comparisons between this average
f.A

of spot quotations and the quotations of future
erchnnces. This 'average' spot quotation nnd
the future quotations of New" York during the
nast spring and summer were not as wme apart
as five cents, per pound except for one or two
,

days.

"The spot markets, whose quotations are used
by the New York and New Orleans exchanges, in
accordance with the law and the designation of
the secretary of sericulture In making up the
differentials on and off middling, are:
Savannah
Montgomery
New Orleans

Galveston
Little Rock
Memphis

Augusta
Norfolk

ten-oe- nt

took Dr. Plaroa'a Par

orita Praaoription duH
Receutly some rich ore discoveries
ing aipMtanoy and IS
have been made in the Ward district
waa a sraa ñalp to
to Boulder county.
The minerals first to be considered
hJth7 and bn 1
juv
cama to nuddla
with respect to Increased production
took It a tin and it
are potash, arsenic and zirconium.
brought ma thromb)
thia pariod in a sood.
According to the Federal Bureau of
healthy condition. 1
am alwara ilad to rao- Mines, which maintains a research
wj- ommand
Dr. Pmca'1
branch in connection with the School
rroaonpuou.
t iTuni,
Mr.. C. C. Hunt
of Mines at Golden,- the war and peaco
825 Hound Si.
situation as It stands today will not
stop mineral investigations in this
country under the provisions of tho
war minerals bill, although the prob
ability of peace has not been without
its effect on the plans now under con
Fret illustrated book Ms how
sideration.
mm
MHVM
ftia DEMAND IN rmw
In Boulder county, where mining
for all yoor
mn ru- rCoytdot, ftktmlts, Mwfcnt,
for silver is again prominent, L. E.
'
Wtúié&atB bring biff monerbm.
and boat market
Peora eloMttWmUm
Ewlng and associates of the White
Trmwwa
on earth for
and rorbNppara. tTirtim
Raven mines, have purchased the
Etetrrvwr la v.m limit axctaatr
kavirei Wsitern Kw Furila thswcrU
,:,it
Rook group of mines west of the Puz- romanábalo ft
vgZsk,
116
on turnrvM or ptnwl poat, ana
to
SI mm t rour non7
back 1 to 10 dare jittcior,
tier and have begun sinking the shaft It TClrf
prnriJrf mrmómé M
Iery
to a further depth of 100 feet. PresII
Traps at Factory Prices lP,
ent workings are only 93 feet," In
VrvpMKMt aHI trapa, animal baits
which one of the most remarkable deZimM
and all trappara- uppneaatraw
Writ todar
posits of silver-leahwat I nim l, Trap
ores in the county
Catalof ,
Btf astratad
Z.
has been exposed.
Trappcrf Gotd. ror mm
ALL
and 8htontn Tut
1INS4CO,
The Down Town Mines Company, of m E.LITI
mmm
atwaa mmm
which former .Governor McDonald it
iliraia, U. .
fca- manager, is preparing to reopen and
retlmber the old Coronado shaft on
East Seventh street, Leadville. The
old plant of steam equipment has been BA
ajgaJj
removed and replaced by a small elec- M
im, win wptrtitii
25e ii l' ir'a
SttHiaMB m aad aff"aawl
MMcfc.
tric hoist. A small engine room Is
being constructed within the walls of
Wataon K.
Wain
Boukj Irva. lili a.
the large building that at one timo PATENTS lngton.U.a Columna.
Mat
laiaranoaa.
raauiit
housed a powerful plant of machinery.
TWO SECTIONS Clown, thraa Cll Iknnl um
At Rico the Blackhawk mine, tho lo&tMrtnu
qnartara othr oonntlaa In Colorado: food
old property which Is now nuioaa ana tarna. a. w. mía, rnimpannrf ..ana.
owned by the
company, is being worked under lease by
the Marmatite Mining and Leasing
company of Salt Lake City, Utah, and
DEVELOPING
recent development has demonstrated
ndínmPRINTING
m
A
fUñit
r.t.!..K.
several extensive ore beds or sccalle-- "
Finíanlos- - Príca LtaL
contacts" and heavy shipments would luteal Kaiak Ca,
UU StraaU Dam. Calann
be made if miners were available to
work the property to Its full capacity.

Houston
Dallas

"H there Is any market in this list which is
not a bona fide spot market I should, tike to have
information to that effect. If there are more
represenlntlve spot markets than the ten selected
by the secretary of agriculture I should like to
have Information to that effect.
"Governor Comer seems very solicitous about
the welfare of the farmer, and refers particularly
e
cotton
to thefact that the surplus of
at present is not held by the farmers. I take it
that the committee on cotton distribution has a
much bigger problem ahead of it than merely to
take care that farmers shall find a market for
e
their product. The lack of a market for
cotton is tying up a large port of the nation's resources, is crippling prospective purchasers of
Liberty bonds and otherwise retarding the economic life of the country. That a perfectly good
product should thus be placed under the ban and
its money value retired from circulation, is un
e
endurable. Even If the surplus
cotton
Is held by middlemen, these middlemen are the
same persons who must buy the farmers' present
crop, and If they and their bankers have their
capital tied up in a product which they cannot
dispose of In turn, they will be unable to buy the
farmers' product this year. So whether the farme
er holds a surplus of
cotton is not of
prime Importance, and It appears that anyone who
stands In the way of getting this cotton Into circulation Is, in fact, an enemy to the farmer,
of the attitude that he may assume."
low-grad-

low-grad-
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"Governor Comer states that
the differentials depressed cot
ton values on the exchanges
from five cents to twelve cents

rxs

should take the right tonio for tb
womanly system.
If a woman is borne down by pain
and sufferings at regular or irregular
intervals, by nervousness or diisy apellsj
by headache or backache, "Favorite
Prescription" should be taken. "FavorJ
ite Prescription" can now be had id
tablet form as well as liquid at moetf
drug stores. Send to Doctor Pierce's
Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y, for
trial package of tableta.
For fifty years Dr. Pierce' Pleasant
Pellets hare been most satisfactory ia
liver and bowel troubles.

Colorado.
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Montana.

Glance and bornlte are being found
in such abundance on the 2300 foot
level of the Colorado mine of the
Davis-Dalcompany, as to stamp that
level one of the richest in the Butte
district. Crosscut on the 2100 foot
level Is in "changed" ground and it
is believed the Hesperus fissure will
be cut within a short time.
jonn v. Kyan, who recently re
signed as director of aircraft produc
tion forthe United States army and
as second assistant secretary of war,
was
a diiector of the Ana
conda Copper Mining company in New
York. It is expected he will shortly
resume the presidency of the company, which he resigned to take up
the government work.
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GOOD

PHOTOGRAPH

Copiad nnd monntad on speclnl holiday tnoont.
Maaaa

Stndio. 1229

leu. Diiti. KaUttjw,

lust as Mother Thinks.
Son (reading the paper) There's no
nse talking, dad.
Absolute unity of
command Is essential to victory.
Dad That's what your mother
'
thinks. Life.

STOMACH

UPSET?

low-grad-

low-grad-

DETERMINATION.
"You went around on a friendly visit to that
man who has victimised you in his profiteering."
"Yes. I'm at least going to do all I can to
make him do the right thing with my money and
buy Liberty bonds."
SAME THING.
Nero stopped fiddling awhile to look over Rome

burning.

'This gives mc a glance Into the future," he
remnrked to a friend, "It looks so much like
German retreat."

IN THE FUTURE.
. There Is one time coming when men will really
1904.
enjoy their wives' biscuits and rolls."

"What time is thatf
"wnen we look back and remember the
bread mother used to make."
OR A LOCK 8TEP, MAYBE.
Hobble Funny, ain't It?
DeIIoy-G-o
on and have It out
Hobble Why they call it a wedding
when it's really atwo-step- .

wu

PAPE'8 DIAPEPSIN AT ONCE ENDS

New Mexico.

Tbe Oaks company is making bead- way with the new tramway from Central shaft to Socorro mill at Mogollón.
This will be about 1200 feet long and
elevate the ore 600 feet.
The Socorro company at Mogollón
is building bins and platforms for custom ore. Shipments to smelter are
being made from Johnson Mine, the
ore ,carrying gold, silver ond copper.
The mills of the Mogollón district
have resumed operations on part
time, all work having been seriously
affected by the Influenza.
This is
now over and new men are being put
on at all of the properties and more
are needed.
That the world is merely entering
into a general consumption of oil' and
that the cessation of hostilities will
only result in an increased demand
for the various grades of petroleum
and its refined products, is the conclusion drawn by Emile Deen, a Hollander now resident in the United States,
but Intimately identified with the suc
cesses of the Royal Dutch Oil Company and an Important figure in the
consolidation of these interests in
-

.Wyoming.

Illinois Pipe Line Company has de
clared a dividend of $6 a share, payable, Dec. 31 to stock of record Nov.
30.

.

It is reported from Oreybull that
well
No. 4 of the American Oil
march
Company is expected, to reach the
oil sand. No. 4 well is situated near
No. 3. brought In about a month aro
THE TROUBLE.
and which is the best producer of the
"Come away from the register, my dear."
completed wells of the American com"Why can't I sit here to warm myself i"
pany. The scene of operations is one
"Becatase it's got the flue."
mile south of the town of Grey bull.

DY8PEP8IA, ACIDITY, GAS,
INDIGESTION.

Tour meals hit back I Tour stomach

la sour, acid, gassy and yon feel

bloat-e-d

after eating or yon have heavy

lamps of Indigestion pain or headache,
but never mind. Hera Is Instant relief.

Don't star unset I Eat tablet a?
Pape's Dlapepsln and Immediately the
indigestion, gases, acidity and all stom
ach distress ends.
Pane's Dlanensln tablets are th war.
est, quickest stomach relievers la the
world. They cost Very little at drug
stores. Adv.
Wears Pleasant Smile. .
"Is this picture like your husband Í"
"It's like him only when he has his
picture taken."
;
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WhelcMB, Cleinslnia

" Heallsf
if lilll("aM
Lits Murine for Red--

v"
E R

ness, Soreness, Granula- Burning
of the
or Eyelids;
7
1 Drops' Attar th Movies, Motortaf or Got
Vrifl win Tour confidence. Ask Your Dnurtrat
frw atutiM when your Eyes Kee4 Care.

W

1 tion,Itchingand
Eyes

m--

flwriae Eye Kesaedy Co., Chicase)

THE
j.
THE PUBLIC HEALTH IX
l'í'ACi: AM) IN' V.'AKi
"
Up to data New .Mo::ico mourns tly-.Iom of 2HN of lie l' I'.fi.Tj who ave died
on the fold of Li U! ;, or from wound
or ili.j.:r,.-í- wiúl? ('Khun;? for the cau.'o
la: o: til
of d'jnnorr.r n'air. it th:
"P.enst of Ilerlin."
, We wito at v:: fiom A 'ml, 1017
to Octcbcr, ItU'!, ir. .hwive, a periud of
01. r clou- nineteen months, Ha.
lationu 0:1 tht crl! r.tvtn cf the Chii-- ;
úrvn'd Uureaj oí the Dep'tmenf. of
L&bor of the Fedoral Go, crnmunt i:.
the ivli. tni'0 of nctiH.l f..".;iro;i in es
much 3 New Mexico has no reliable
there wora
recordi of vital stathtk-i-2010 holplt'.H.i little children between
birth and fixe years of n;ro died in
New Mexico during tha f.inw period,
most of them of preventable disea.se.
War is a terrible lhin.tr but the indifference that permits the death t.t
1275 innocent little one.i annually in
a state with so small a population as
New Mexico'3 is still more appalling.
While tuberculosis in the United
States generally ia said to be slightly
on tho decrease, it is known to be on
the increase in this state, especially
among the native people. The fa
that of the first 200 New Mexicans
discharged from the army camps on
account of tuberculosis, 99 have names
indicating them to be of Spanish origin, places it beyond doubt that this
dread disease is very prevalent amone;
population.
our Spanish-America- n
It is; a matter of record that the
death rate from tuberculosis among
the Indians in New Mexico is over
twice that of the average in the Registration Area and that disease is estimated to cnuse over 800 deaths (Hoc
migratory healthseekcrs) annually in
our State.
Probably we will never know ths
extent of tho toll taken from our citizens during the influenza epidemic,
but records compiled by Surgeon John
W. Kerr of the United State3 Public
Health Service during the time he
was in the State showed upwards of
20,000 cases and over 2,000 deaths.
Dr. Kerr estimated that up to the
time he left the state lato in November there had been at least 50,000
cases and a proportionate number of
death; In ninny caes entire families
and in some canes small communities
were completely wiped out.
Concerning the prevalence of dis-- 1
ease in general throughout the state,
the cases ot a rmell sciUemrnt in Valencia county may be cited as typitv.l
of nanyiof tl,. kvs eu'.ik'htened comgroup cf
munities. Aine'i;: thi.;
lii'iiiil.' v!ii- - t,'(l:iv number about lit'O
rouls'all told, M0 c.i:;cs of rmall po:-In H'15 they'bnl,
occurred in
an. cpMenrc of diphtheria of over Ilk)
.ase-!ivnro Mi:. ibis little rlnte
ha.-- , lort V0 oJ her citizens, 31 of them
this year.
. Disease is not a plcaant thins? to'
.!, in it mu:-':rc template and bUe-.be regarded as being to some extent
i
its ulliniat.'
morbid, unless it ha-obect cither cure or prevention.
Let BP.yone who doubts the need In
New Mexico o an adequate Statq D2-- !
partment of Health look about him and
see the enormous economic loss caused
thru the sickness and premature death!
not only of those who come here to
;eck tho benefits of our climate, but!
of those near and dear to him among
our own people. How many relatives
and friends who helped to make life
pleasant and profitable, have been ta-- !
ken away, or reduced perhaps to mere
Jiurdens of sickness and disease.
Thousands of yenrs ago, Solomon
said, "Where there is no vision, the
people perish." Will not our legislators give heed to this situation?
:
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Our CHRISTMAS STOCK is Ready:
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ts of Every Kind!
'
Gifts for Everybody
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FINISHING

KODAK

Notice:- - I will

.

develop

and print your Kodak roll
film9 at lOcts. per roll for
developing and 3cts. per
print for printing. Leave
your work at tne
office

.Mrs. Nley's Letter
In a recent letter Mrs. D. VÍ. I.slcy
oí Litchfield, 111., Fays, "I have used
Oamberlain's Tablets for disorders
of the stomach and as a laxative, and
have fo'ind them a quick and sure relief." If you arc troubled with indigestion or constipation these tablets
will do you good."

Plumlee Hospital

We offer you these,

Confident. of our Ability to

O'- V-

a

mm

Please you.

V

pg!P.griM

New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS RLUMLEE,

ROY,

Physician in Charge.
ALE:
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Just a Word
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MILLS,

NEW MEXICO.

FARM FOR SALE

-

VA

If

Office.

"
lota of stock and feed,
Good
house, celler and
cistern, fine well, wind mill,
two large stock tanks, granary
My health is not
for 1500 bu.
good enough to carry the work.

Bring the Children, They will Enjoy it.

& WñsoñGriMpaiby

S--

where, all fenced and cross fenced, 130 arrers under cultivation
30 acres in wheat, Good Barn for

The Display Is Now On.

ated Press is" presented in the
Santa Fe New Mexican,

Inquire at

best improved farms found any

All "AMERICAN MADE" and the most
Complete Line we have Ever Shown.

All authentic news of the
Wnr, received
over
leased wire from the Associ-

A

Half section 'farm land, Half
section jn grass, Good improvements, all fenced, 140 acres cf
wheat planted and looking fine.
Four miles from town.
Bist of reasons for selling.'

My farm x of 320 acres, one
mile east of Roy N. M. one of

About our une oí luía an
Playthings for the little ones
i

Can-

yon was up to Dawson Monday
returning Tuesday.

S-- A

Our Christmas Line contains the MOST
Items,
for the MOST. People,
at the Mi
MOST Attractive Prices.

fAl

that ?

or Variety Machine Works.
Rual Wade Photgrcpher

.

Great

Col. J.G. Reea was in from the
ranch Tuesday after being home
during the snowstorm and the
winter weather following,

fill

'

I

like

Hiram Upton, of La Cinta

Vj

The activities of all patriotorganizations are reported
fully in the Santa Ve New
fexi?an.

N. M.
Santa Fe,
50c a month, $6.00 á year

of-- -

w: nr : r tiim r'i'ií't Ami wnnr
to pay. These make up our HOLIDAY MEltCHAN- DISE Stock.
1

tree

"But, of course," we began, "that's
what the Red Cross is for. There are
canteens at most of the stations that
will feed you with pleasure. The best
but wo
one for you to go to is
didn't get any further. The matter
was taken out of our hands and effectively settled by a corporal with a
bandaged head, who had overheard our
conversation as he sauntered along.

Christmas Presents!

ic

New Mexican

a

Here You will Find what you Seek' in the Line

first in the Santa Fe New Mex
,can.

Santa Fe

Store

Christmas-Gif- t

At mil: LS5 N.M

All the fresh political gossip
of the State Capital appears

Subscribe Now to the

,,a

at

tsjl

Headquarter
All the official nows of the
State Capital appears first
inlhe Santa Fe New Mexican.

Starving 'im Paris
Margaret L. Farrand
They stopped uj on the Rue de P.ivoli
because (hey saw our Fvcd Cross
tall, thin, private and a middle-sized
one. They wanted to know
if there was any place in Paris where
the Red Cnm (ed soldiers. They had
landed in the city that morning and,
they hadn't a cent in their pockets. Of
course, they didn't speak1 a word of
French and, of course, they didn't know
a thing about Paris. The only thing-thedid know was that they were t
take a train at 8:30 that evening froin
the samo station at which they had
come in. They had been wandering
about the city all day, it was, 3 o'clock
in the afternoon, and they were pretty
well starved. They wanted a squara
meal more than anything else in tha
world, and they wanted some kind of
food to take with them on their long
journey that night. Did the Red Crosa
do anything for soldiers who were up

te

j
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Get Your
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Hero is a !;tory sonf.-ttho American
Par'm ty Mies
Rod CiofM
L. 'errand, d.'uif.htor of I'res-ideFerrand of tho Utate Univt-rsitcjlC Colorado,
1 his will bo
at lionldf-r- .
esncislly ir.tcrcstiiig to Culoradoan?
wlio knew I'le- idenl l'ti iiuid and hia
i
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SPANISH-AMERICAN-

'

Few Escape
There are few indeed who escape
having at least one cold during the
winter months, and they are fortunate who have but one .and get thru
with it quickly and without any serious consequences.
Take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and observe the
directions with ech bottlo, and you
are likely to be one of the fortunate
ones. The worth and merit of this
remedy has been fully proven. There
are many families who have.always
used it for years when troubled with
a cough or cold, and with the very best
results.

FOR SALE OR TRADE

4 Lots in ROY,
facing Main Str't
and abutting the
R.R.House-Trac- k
Will trade for servicably-soun- d
horses and mules.

J. M. George,
Roy, N. M,

